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NEWS

Pexco
acquires
Insultab

Eurocell grows profile
sales while profits fall

US-based plastics extruder
Pexco has acquired
Insultab, which makes heat
shrinkable and non-shrink
tubing products.
“Insultab’s wealth of
expertise in heat shrinkable tubing capabilities
represents a new direction
for Pexco, deepening our
ability to offer advanced
solutions to customers in
new markets,” said Sam
Patel, CEO of Pexco. “We
will continue to build on
Insultab’s exceptional
reputation with a broader
slate of products to better
serve their customers.”
Insultab’s operations at
its 50,000 sq ft facility in
Woburn, Massachusetts
include multiple extrusion
lines and custom-designed
expanders.
� www.pexco.com

UK PVC profiles
manufacturer Eurocell
raised sales by 13% in 2018
– though saw profits fall.
The company reported
sales of almost £254m
(US$333m) for the full year.
However, pre-tax profits fell
by 7% to around £22m
(US$29m). The company
said this was caused by
constraints in production
capacity – which resulted in
unfulfilled sales order and
increased production and
distribution costs.
“In response to these
manufacturing conditions
we have already taken
action to expand the
capacity of our operations
and improve production
efficiency, with more to
follow in 2019,” said Mark
Kelly, CEO. “In addition, with
customer service now back

Kelly: “We’re raising prices
across the business in the first
half of this year”

to normal levels, we are
implementing selling price
increases across the
business in H1 2019.”
For the year as a whole,
Eurocell produced almost
50,000 tonnes of rigid and
foam profiles, more than
12% more than in 2017.

Eurocell made two
acquisitions in 2018, for
around £8m (US$10m),
including Ecoplas – a PVC
window recycler with an
output of around 7,000
tonnes/year. In 2018,
Eurocell increased its use of
recycled PVC from 8,300 to
9,500 tonnes.
With a further planned
investment of £1m to
expand capacity at the site
in 2019, the company
expects use of recyclate to
increase by another 1,000
tonnes.
“Significant raw material
cost inflation has resulted in
a widening gap between
the cost of virgin PVC
compound and our recycled
compound, making the case
for further investment more
compelling,” said Kelly.
� www.eurocell.co.uk

Polypipe raises revenues by 5%
Polypipe, the UK-based
pipes manufacturer, raised
both sales and profits by
around 5% last year.
The company grew sales
by 5.2% to £433m
(US$568m), while underlying
profits were £74m (US$97m).
Pre-tax profits rose 4.7% to
exceed £58m (US$60m).
“We are delighted to
report another record
performance, despite a
backdrop of challenging
market conditions,” said
Martin Payne, CEO. “Our
second half of the year was
strong, and we continue to
see strong cash generation.”
www.pipeandprofile.com 

Sales in the residential
systems market grew by
almost 10% to exceed
£245m (US$321m). Profits in
this division grew by 4.5%, to
more than £46m (US$60m).
However, results in the
commercial and infrastruc-

ture sector continued to
disappoint: revenue
remained almost static at
around £188m (US$247m)
while profits dipped 2% to
less than £28m (US$37m).
While closing its Middle
East plant boosted profitabil-

Polypipe expanded both sales and profits in 2018

ity in the division, this was
offset by higher costs
associated with bad weather
in the UK in early 2018.
Polypipe made two
acquisitions during the year,
including Manthorpe – a UK
producer of moulded and
extruded plastic and metal
products – in October 2018.
Manthorpe contributed
around £2.8m in group
revenue during the year.
Polypipe also boosted the
amount of recycled material
it uses in its products to
more than 40% (compared
to 34% in the previous year).
� www.polypipe.com
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The European Chemicals Agency
(ECHA) has published a comprehensive
inventory of plastic additives currently
used in the EU, including plasticisers,
flame retardants, antioxidants, pigments, heat stabilisers and others.
The work was carried out over two
years with trade bodies Cefic, PlasticsEurope and European Plastics Converters, together with academics and EU
member state representatives. It
screened some 1,000 substances to
identify those being used and to
validate data on their intrinsic proper-

PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

ECHA creates additives inventory

ties, so enabling ECHA to develop a
model to calculate the release potential
of each substance into the environment.
ECHA said regulators in EU member

states “will be able to use this inventory
as a starting point to decide which
substances should be assessed as a
matter of priority.” Companies will also
be able to use it to refine data about
uses and exposure potential in their
REACH registration dossiers, it said.
The project began in late 2016 and
ran until December 2018, with 21
industry sector organisations involved.
It is part of ECHA’s commitment to map
all substances registered under REACH
in the >100 tonnes/year band.
� http://echa.europa.eu

Thailand’s first subsea water pipeline – seen here being
installed – is made from a new tough HDPE resin

Tough resin for Thai pipeline
Thailand has installed its first
subsea water pipeline –
which is made from a new
resin from SCG.
The 20km pipeline
delivers fresh water to
around 64,000 people in
Samui in Surat Thani.
The pipe is made from
SCG’s H112PC – a black
HDPE compound which the
company says can withstand
10% more pressure than
typical PE100. The resin

gives the pipes toughness
and durability and enables
them to withstand subsea
pressure. The durability of
the pipeline was recently
proven when it was
unaffected after being hit by
a tropical storm.
The material helps ensure
that the pipes meet required
safety standards and
achieve maximum efficiency.
The Samui Submarine Water
Pipeline Construction

project aims to enhance the
efficiency of the island’s
infrastructure.
“Our innovative resin has
contributed to the success
of Thailand’s first subsea
water pipeline and a better
quality of life on Samui,”
said Sakchai
Patiparnpreechavud, vice
president of the polyolefins
and vinyl division of SCG’s
chemicals business.
� www.scgchemicals.com

KM begins building new China plant
KraussMaffei (KM), the German plastics
machinery manufacturer, has begun
building a new production plant in China.
The facility, in Jiaxing in Zhejiang Province, will build all primary rubber and
plastics processing machinery including
6
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extruders, according to KM’s parent company China National Chemical Corporation
(ChemChina).
ChemChina says that the plant will double
the existing production capacity by mid-2020.
� www.kraussmaffei.com

German
converters
grows sales
GKV, the organisation that
represents German plastics
processors, reported a rise
of more than 3% in
turnover last year.
It said that sales rose to
€65.7bn in 2017, a rise of
3.1% compared to 2017.
Within this, domestic sales
rose more than 2% to
nearly €41bn, while
exports were up almost 4%
to €25bn.
As well as increased
turnover, processing
volume also increased – up
around 2.6% to 14.8
million tonnes of plastic. In
the same period, the
industry’s workforce
increased by more than
3% – taking numbers to
335,000 by the end of
2018.
Despite the 3% overall
increase in sales, it is
slightly short of the 4%
growth that GKV predicted
one year ago.
� www.gkv.de
www.pipeandprofile.com
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Expo panel shines spotlight on
role of women in plastics sector
A panel discussion at the
upcoming Plastics Extrusion
World Expo will debate a
number of key issues
surrounding the professional
development of women in
the plastics industry.
‘Women in Plastics:
Empowering Industry
Change’ is a special panel
featuring high-achieving
women from across the
world of plastics sharing their
perspectives on breaking
through in this traditionally
male-dominated industry.
Among the topics being
explored, the 45-minute
panel will look at the
different paths these leaders
have made into the plastics
industry, how the modern
workplace is changing to
become more inclusive, and
future challenges and
opportunities for the next
generation of women
entering into plastics or
other manufacturing
professions.

Panellists in the Women in Plastics include (left to right): Lauren Hickey, Jennifer Profitt, Meli
Laurance, Candace Sanders and Molly Bridger

The panellists include:
n Lauren Hickey, director of
marketing and product
management at
masterbatch manufacturer
Americhem;
n Jennifer Profitt, plant
manager at profile and
sidings producer
Associated Materials;
n Meli Laurance, regional
commercial industry
manager for plastics at
global pigment specialist
BASF Colors and Effects;
n Candace Sanders,
assistant plant manager
at PVC product supplier
Genova Products; and,

n Molly Bridger, group
director of marketing at
thermoplastic materials
manufacturer Simona
America.
Organised by AMI, the
Plastics Extrusion World
Expo will take place at the
Huntington Convention
Center in Cleveland, Ohio,
USA on May 8-9, 2019. It is
being held alongside the
Compounding World Expo
and the Plastics Recycling
World Expo. By registering
in advance, visitors will
receive free admission to all
three exhibitions, featuring
more than 200 suppliers,

plus free entry to five
conference theatres hosting
technical presentations,
educational seminars and
business debates. Attendees
also have the option to buy
tickets for a networking
party at Cleveland’s Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame on the
evening of May 8.
Admission to the
tradeshow and its
conference theatre will be
free-of-charge to visitors who
register in advance here.
To book a free ticket,
which is valid for both days
of the event, visit: ami.ltd/
Register-AMI-Expos

Reagens and Indofil plan joint venture
with chemical additives plant in India
Reagens, an Italian-based global
supplier of additives for thermoplastics, has set up a joint venture in
plastics additives with Indian specialty
chemicals firm Indofil.
Indo-Reagens Plastics Additives will
construct a facility at the Gujarat
Industrial Development Corporation
site in Dahej, which is due to be
completed within the company’s 2019
fiscal year.
The new venture will produce
8
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calcium-organic solid stabilisers to
compete with lead-based stabilisers. It
will offer a full range of PVC additives,
including the full family of Reagens
products for rigid PVC, C-PVC and
flexible PVC, including tin stabilisers
and boosters and liquid mixed metal
soap systems. The JV business will
provide technical support and services
from Indofil’s regional application
laboratory centres at Thane and Delhi.
“We will work together to bring

cost-effective and sustainable solutions
in the heat stabilisers market,” said
Ettore Nanni, CEO of Reagens and
President of Indo-Reagens. “The new
plant will be based on state-of-the-art
technologies in order to assure
maximum efficiency, quality and safety
standards.”
Reagens already has partnerships in
countries including Germany, the UK
and Argentina.
� www.reagens-group.com
www.pipeandprofile.com
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Italy struggles with exports but
boosts machinery production
Italian machinery manufacturers saw exports dip last year
– though production, domestic demand and imports all rose.
Overall, production of machinery was up by 0.6% to €4.7
billion. Trade association Amaplast pointed out that this
came after “the all-time record set the previous year”.
Exports fell to €3.26bn in 2018, a fall of 1.5%. Much of this
was due to stagnation in European markets – which are
historically strong for Italian machinery. Exports to Germany
– its main export market – fell by more than 2%.
Further afield, there was a fall of 13% in exports to China
– though sales to the USA rose by more than 6% to reach
nearly €294m, and those to Mexico by nearly 12% to €159m.
Domestic demand for machinery rose nearly 5%, which
Amaplast said was due to “support measures implemented
in the previous Stability Law”. Many Italian manufacturers
saw increases in their order books in the second half of
2018, it added. In addition, sales of imported machinery
rose by 3% to €1bn.
� www.amaplast.org

Top export markets for Italian plastics machinery, 2018
Total exports: €3.3bn
Germany
14.5%

United
States
9%
France 5%

Others
43.7%

Mexico 4.9%
Spain 4.7%

Poland 4.7%
United
Kingdom 3.7%

Source:
Amaplast/Istat

China 2.9%
Turkey 2.9%

Czech Republic 3.3%
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Control takes products
to a new dimension
Millimetre waves, ultrasonics and
smart cameras are just three
methods of ensuring that
extruded products have
the correct dimensions.
Lou Reade reports
Solid extruded products like pipes and profiles
must be made to exacting standards – and
dimensions. While a profile may have many
dimensions to track – including various internal
measurements – it is also vital to monitor the
smaller number of key measurements on pipes.
Gerodur, a specialist in making plastic pipes for
heating systems, has been using inline millimetre
wave technology from Sikora to measure the wall
thickness, diameter and sagging of its products
during extrusion.
For two years now, Gerodur has been using this
technology during the extrusion of large plastic
pipes.
“There are several methods for quality control
on the market, and millimetre wave technology
convinced us with its smart measurement
principal,” said Andre Richter, team leader of the
piping systems division at Gerodur. “We see
significant benefits – especially for large pipes in
the 250-630mm diameter range, and wall
thicknesses up to 60mm.”

Direct installation
On the line, the Centerwave 6000 millimetre wave
system is installed directly after the first vacuum
tank. Across the entire pipe circumference, it
measures diameter, ovality, wall thickness and
sagging in real-time – enabling fast centring of the
extrusion tools. Sikora says it is more effective than
ultrasound technology – which can only be applied
later in the process due to its temperature dependency.
“It is our goal to receive reliable and accurate
information about the pipe dimensions as early in
www.pipeandprofile.com 

the process as possible in order to take actions if
necessary,” said Richter. “Early measurement of the
wall thickness is of significant importance,
considering that pipes with large diameters and
large wall thicknesses are being produced at a line
speed of 0.5m/min.”
Process technology, including measuring and
control technology, is crucial to Gerodur: the data
supplied by the technology is the basis for process
improvements and has an impact on business
within the company.
Axel Mantey, managing director of technology
at Gerodur, said: “We are discussing ideas to adapt
the system to our line requirements even after
purchasing the device. This applies, for instance, to
customised software modifications or individual
visualisations of measurement data to support the
operator.”
The millimetre wave measuring system already
provides interfaces such as OPC UA and industrial

Main image:
Gerodur is
using Sikora’s
millimetre
wave
technology to
measure the
physical
dimensions of
its pipe during
extrusion
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Right:
LaserLinc’s
ultrasonic
measurement
systems – for
diameter,
ovality,
eccentricity
and flaw
detection – are
available with
OPC UA & DA
communication

Below:
ProfilControl 7
DX ICSM from
Pixargus offers
measures inner
cross sections
of cut profiles

14

fieldbus connections, so that it can be networked
with the production plant. Another challenge is to
evaluate and process raw data so that it can be
easily understood.
“The cooperation with manufacturers of machine
and measuring devices will play a key role here,”
said Mantey. “If we achieve more process reliability
by using measuring technology – and produce a
perfect pipe at the end of the production line – our
customers will be satisfied, and so will we.”

OPC protocol
In similar fashion, LaserLinc says it has introduced
a series of ultrasonic measurement systems – for
diameter, ovality, eccentricity and flaw detection
– with OPC UA & DA communication.
All of the company’s in-process and off-line
measurement and control systems are now
available with the OPC industrial communications
protocol, including the latest platform/operating
system independent Universal Architecture
(OPC-UA) standard.
As well as data, users can access and modify
configuration from any OPC-DA or OPC-UA
compliant device or software, directly or remotely,
without additional hardware or software.
LaserLinc has introduced OPC client functions to
simplify commissioning of systems and save
money. Most OPC-UA compliant products,
including sensors and PLCs, only offer server
functions, and so require a third-party gateway to
bridge them: with its OPC Client, LaserLinc says its
Total Vu HMI can drive communication directly.
“This is a better way to capture and move data,
especially from different systems,” said Jeff Kohler,
CEO of LaserLinc. “The cost savings and ability to
directly access and modify data is a game changer.”
All the company’s systems can be upgraded to
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OPC [UA or DA]. With the remote support tools
provided with its systems, upgrades can be
performed over the Internet by LaserLinc’s team of
applications engineers, said the company.
OPC-UA ensures that measurement systems are
compatible with Manufacturing 4.0 and IIoT, says
LaserLinc.

Measuring the cut
Pixargus says that its ProfilControl 7 DX ICSM is the
first inline gauge that can measure the inner cross
section and clamping sections of plastic and rubber
profiles immediately after they have been cut.
Flaws occurring during production can be
detected much earlier and corrected in real time.
The system saves time, money and process steps,
says Pixargus – which adds it is available as an
inline or stand-alone unit.
The new ICSM (Inner Cross Section
Measurement) system replaces conventional offline
measurements using tabletop projectors. The
system makes time-consuming and costly manual
preparation of cross section samples redundant, as
it inspects the complete inner cross section and the
clamping sections of cut profiles automatically and
continuously during running production.
“This eliminates a great number of process steps
and allows the processes to be optimised in real
time,” said Dirk Broichhausen, head of marketing and
sales at Pixargus. “We have closed the time window
that existed between a measurement, the availability
of the measuring result and the corrective measures.”
Another advantage is that rather than picking
random samples, ProfilControl 7 DX ICSM checks
the complete inner cross section of all profiles of a
batch and automatically generates a test log of
each piece of profile.
Smart multi-camera sensors are used to capture
www.pipeandprofile.com
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the clamping sections, and the system combines
special measuring algorithms into a new measuring
concept. The ICSM module inspects the profiles
immediately after the cutting process. Any
problems – such as transient deformations caused
by hot cutting techniques – are recognised and
masked out by the ICSM.
ICSM can also be used to measure the thickness
of walls and layers. This makes the ProfilControl 7
DX ICSM devices also suitable for the measurement
of the inner cross section of cut co-extruded hoses
and tubes, replacing conventional measurements
by ultrasound.
In the Pixargus Classic Solution Line, the PC7 DX
ICSM comes with an easily manoeuvrable
undercarriage for flexible use at the line. The
module of the Factory Solution Line has been
optimised for installation on the extrusion line. The
system measures inner cross sections continuously
at line speeds up to 50m/min. The PC7 DX ICSM is
also available as a stand-alone automatic
measuring station.

Warp drive
Meanwhile, Inoex says that its Warp 100 terahertz

The Warp 100 terahertz
system from Inoex
measures the wall
thickness of gas
and pressure
pipes

system measures the wall thickness of gas and
pressure pipes. It inspects 100% of a pipe wall
thickness – in both lengthwise and circumferential
directions – at line speeds of 60 m/min.
Measuring accuracy is ± 10 microns (depending
on material types and applicable measuring
method) and measuring results are independent
of pipe temperature.
�

Follow us on...
Be the first to know when we
publish a new edition, plus
updates on our conferences
and useful links.

www.twitter.com/plasticsworld
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Below: Zumbach’s Odac Trio laser
diameter gauges combine
diameter scanning and flaw
detection in a single unit

Together with gravimetric mass throughput
control or weight per metre control, Warp 100 can
significantly reduce production costs, says Inoex.
There are four models in the range, for pipe
dimensions ranging from 90mm all the way up to
1200mm.
Some benefits include: detailed information on
dimensions including thickness, ovality and
eccentricity; maintenance free; material saving of
5% or more; and easy connection to extruder
control systems.
At the same time, its Aurex ERS uses the principle of the electronically rotating active/passive
measurement to scan and record every point of a
pipe. The patented system records even minimal
production deviations and measures all layers of
coextruded pipes individually and with high
precision. Inoex says that the touch-free and
integral measurement principle opens a new
dimension for the optimisation of product quality.
In addition to the wall thickness check of Aurex ERS
is the ‘quality check’ option, which recognises
discrepancies on the exterior pipe surface, inside
the material and on the interior pipe surface.

Combination unit
The ability to check pipe quality is important at the
production stage.
Zumbach has developed a combined diameter
scanner and flaw detector into a single unit. Its
Odac Trio laser diameter gauges boast three
measurement axes in a single plane to give
comprehensive measurement coverage, peakprecision diameter and ovality measurement, with
fast detection of flaws, it says.
A combination of fast scan rates and precise
measurement helps to reduce both scrap and
production costs, claims the company.
Thanks to a compact design, the Odac Trio
16
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measuring heads can be used in many
manufacturing processes. The devices use laser
diodes as light sources combined with powerful
processors that facilitate simple and flexible
integration.
Some of the features of the new gauges include:
9,000 measurements per second; reliable ovality
detection; accurate mean value, regardless of the
orientation of the product ovality; increased
measurement accuracy and reliability; and high dirt
and dust tolerance.
It also includes single scan calibration (CSS),
single scan monitoring and high data rate output
of up to 200 data packages per second –
depending on the measuring head model, the
number of transmitted measured values and baud
rate of the interface. The measuring heads can be
used with all line speeds. Vibrations during
production have no noticeable influence on
measurements, says Zumbach.

Measured approach
Beta LaserMike – part of NDC Technologies – has
also developed a number of measurement and
control systems. Its LaserSpeed Pro non-contact
length and speed gauge offers an accuracy
exceeding +/-0.03%, with a wide measurement
depth of field for the full velocity range. The
company has incorporated a faster processing
engine into it, allowing faster communications –
while it also has Ethernet connectivity. Beta
LaserMike says it is an ideal replacement for
contact encoders.
At the same time, its Ultrascan Pro provides
high-speed, precision measurement of product
wall thickness and concentricity and offers faster
processing and measurement capabilities, highspeed tolerance checking, multi-layer
measurements (up to four layers), enhanced
Ethernet connectivity via built-in web server and
other advances. It is already well-known for its
patented ‘Snap’ technology with full automatic
setup and calibration for fast, simple operation.
Also, its BenchMike Pro now has a larger,
higher-resolution display and provides faster
communications processing – offering Ethernet and
USB connectivity.
CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:
� www.sikora.net
� www.laserlinc.com
� www.pixargus.com
� www.zumbach.com
� www.betalasermike.com
� www.inoex.de
www.pipeandprofile.com
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•

Top 10 manufacturers by region

•

Top 5 manufacturers of leading countries

Bringing
the
plastics
industry
together.
Robust
research and
expert
data for the
compounding
industry
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AMI’s first Plastics Extrusion World Expo is attracting key
companies to Cleveland, Ohio, on May 8-9. We preview
the exhibitors for the pipes and profiles sector

Extrusion sector meets at
new Cleveland expo
AMI’s Plastics Extrusion World Expo is set to launch
in the North American market when it opens its
doors on May 8-9 at the Huntington Convention
Center in Cleveland, Ohio. The extrusion exhibition
and conference are making their debut in the US
alongside the Compounding World Expo and
Plastics Recycling World Expo, which both ran for
the first time in Essen, Germany last year and drew
a hugely positive response from visitors and
exhibitors. Each event combines a focused,
free-to-enter exhibition with high quality free
conference streams targeted at their respective
markets. More than 250 companies have booths at
the expos and more than 2,000 visitors have
already registered to attend.
The quality and breadth of the companies
exhibiting at the Plastics Extrusion World Expo can
be seen in the preview of exhibitors supplying the
pipe and profile extrusion sector in the following
pages. Among the exhibitors are key companies
showing the latest innovations in extrusion

machinery and auxiliary equipment, polymers and
additives and providing important services to
plastics extrusion manufacturers.
The five free conference streams, with more than
130 speakers, include a stream at the Plastics
Extrusion World Expo in which the business issues,
technical challenges and market opportunities for
pipes and profiles extruders are addressed. The
outlook for the industry will be discussed in four
high-level debates, plus attendees can get
solutions to technology and materials questions
from experts at leading companies -- covering
everything from additives and mixing to extruder
and process optimisation. Click HERE to view the
full conference programme.
As well as all the networking opportunities on
the show floor and in the conference theatres,
attendees can join exhibitors at a special after-show
party at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, nearby in
downtown Cleveland. Tickets for the party are
available at a special rate of $20 – DETAILS HERE. �

Click
here to
register
for your
free
ticket

Dates: May 8-9 2019 – Entry is free
Opening hours: 9am to 5pm on both days
Venue: Huntington Convention Center, Cleveland, Ohio, USA
Online registration: https://extrusion-expo.eventkit.live/usa

www.pipeandprofile.com 
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Below:
Bausano
showed three

Adescor is an industrial machine builder and
automation company with a focus on developing
innovative solutions for the manufacturing industry.
While its main business is in machinery for corrugated
pipe extrusion, it also supplies downstream
equipment – such as for cutting and materials
handling – as well as sheet extrusion equipment.
� www.adescor.com

medical tubes and WPC profiles. Other than
extruders, Bausano also provides a range of
accessories for calibration, cooling, haul-off and
cutting. The company also offers: extrusion line
personalisation consultancies; top quality and high
production capacity; and around the clock aftersales assistance.
� www.bausano.us

Advanced Blending Solutions designs and
supplies material handling, blending, and controls
for the plastics industry. All its products can be
customised to meet customer needs, and include:
gravimetric continuous blenders; extrusion
throughput control weigh hoppers; vacuum and
pressure pumps for material conveying; dust
collectors; vacuum receivers; Smart material
distribution systems; a fully integrated controls
system; resin wands; knifegates; static eliminators;
flexible and wye-line diverters; angel hair traps;
and custom equipment.
� www.adv-blend.com

Berlyn ECM designs, engineers and manufactures
plastic processing equipment. Its product line
includes extruders, low bulk density feeders,
screen changers (manual and hydraulic),
continuous filters, dies and water baths. It also
offers screws and barrels for all brands, as well as
rebuild and refurbishing services. Its equipment is
used by manufacturers of film, sheet, pipe, profile,
and tubing.
� www.berlynecm.com

Arlington Machinery specialises in the purchase
and sale of used machinery. Its inventory of used
plastic machinery can serve any extrusion facility,
from extruders to complete extrusion lines. On an
individual machine basis, it also offers ancillary
equipment such as granulators, shredders, dryers
and screen changers – which can all be test run and
shipped immediately. Arlington can also liquidate
entire plants or individual machines – either onsite
or via the web – and offers complete certified
appraisal reports for asset-based lending,
insurance, taxes or accounting. It can also provide
USPAP, IFRS and IVS-compliant reports.
� www.arlingtonmachinery.com

extruders at
last year’s Plast
show in Italy

Bausano extrusion lines are used for the
production of granules, profiles, pipes, pockets and

For over 90 years, C.W. Brabender Instruments has
manufactured test equipment for measuring and
recording rheology, viscosity, process
development, laboratory scale compounding,
extrusion, mixing applications and moisture in the
polymer industry. It is the original manufacturer of
the torque rheometer. The recording dynamometer
system was developed by Carl W. Brabender in
1930. Since then, the company has delivered high
quality instrumentation to attain the desired results
demanded by Quality Control, Product
Development and Research Applications
environments.
� www.cwbrabender.com
For over 20 years, Custom Downstream Systems
has been a North American leader of custom
downstream plastic extrusion machines, delivering
turnkey systems for most polymer and rubber
applications including pipes, profiles, tubes,
engineered plastics, automotive parts, custom
products, and medical devices. From the very
beginning, CDS aimed to become a company that
would set new standards in the industry for durable
and reliable machines, delivering its expertise to
exact customer specifications backed by efficient
service.
� www.cdsmachines.com
Chemagineering supplies water management
products and services, with a focus on plastics
extrusion. Its products and services help maintain
clean heat transfer surfaces and minimise system
metal losses. In addition to using safe,
environmentally friendly water management
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products, it has looked to maximise
water conservation while
minimising energy costs. It
supplies both distributors and
end-users, and also provides
in-plant consulting and
problem-solving services,
internal customised training
courses, technical seminars
and lectures, R & D direction
and formulary development.
� www.chemagineering.com
Clariant is a global speciality
chemicals company that reports in four
business areas – including plastics and coatings. It
is a major supplier of products with functional
effects in plastics, coatings and consumer
applications. Innovative solutions include nonhalogenated flame retardants – for applications
such as construction – while it also produces
advanced surface solutions that protect and
enhance surfaces in plastics, coatings and inks,
adhesives, agriculture and care applications.
Clariant’s additives prevent oxidation, dissipate
electric charge accumulation and improve heat,
light and weather resistance.
� www.clariant.com/en/Business-Units/Additives
Davis-Standard is a leading supplier of extrusion
and converting technology. Its systems encompass
over 10 product lines that that are used in major
industries including agriculture, automotive,
construction, healthcare, energy, electronics, and
food and beverage packaging. It has
manufacturing and technical facilities in the USA,
Canada, China, Germany, Finland, Switzerland and
the UK. Product lines include: blown film; cast film;
pipe, profile and tubing; reprocessing and
compounding; and sheet extrusion.
� www.davis-standard.com

Dr Collin Lab & Pilot Solutions
develops pilot and laboratory lines
for the plastics industry from raw
material production,
processing, finishing and
converting to R&D and
education/training. It
supplies customers in
medical, agricultural,
packaging, coating, finishing
and recycling. As part of its
product lines (Teach-, Lab-,
Pilot- and Medical-Line), it develops
individual solutions. Its portfolio
includes platen presses, roll mills, calenders,
extruders, compounders, mono and co-extrusion
lines for mono and multi-layer flat and blown film, as
well as for pipe, tube or profiles – plus quality
control equipment such as filter pressure tests,
rheometers and optical inspection systems.
� www.drcollin.de/en
FACTS provides integrated control system
upgrades for applications including extrusion,
compounding, batch mixing, weigh scale and
thermoforming systems. It integrates on-line
measurement systems and supplies complete
scanning gauges for sheet, film and web
applications. FACTS Machinery Group’s
capabilities include: complete extrusion lines for
medical tubing, profile, pipe, sheet, film, wire and
cable, and rubber; single screw extruders, conical
and parallel twin screws, and rubber extruders;
downstream extrusion machinery including tools,
tanks, pullers, cutters, and winders; downstream
machinery; and gearbox rebuilds.
� www.facts-inc.com

Left: Clariant’s
additives
imbue plastics
with many
extra
properties,
such as
preventing
oxidation,
dissipating
electric charge
and improving
weather
resistance

Below:
Davis-Standard
offers a range
of options for

FB Balzanelli manufactures 60 automatic coiling
machines per year and has developed a huge
experience of typical coiling issues after 25 years in

pipe and
profile
extruders

Doteco develops automation solutions –
especially in the extrusion of plastic film, sheet,
profile and synthetic fibres. It has earned a
leading position in the production of
gravimetric blenders, yield control, auto profile
control and complete supervisory systems. Each
product undergoes careful quality control,
starting with rigorous supplier evaluation for
component purchase or the construction of parts
from drawings. Its competitive advantages
include its quality/price ratio and an efficient
after-sales technical service.
� www.doteco.com
www.pipeandprofile.com 
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permanently available extrusion lines worldwide, it
helps develop customised solutions that boost
competitive advantage in profile extrusion. Greiner
Extrusion US is partnered with mixing company MTI
to supply high intensity mixing equipment and
spare parts in the USA and Canada. The companies
have recently begun refurbishing mixing tools in
the USA.
� www.greinerextrusion.com

Above: Greiner
is an expert in
extrusion lines,
tooling and
systems for
profile
extrusion

the field. This has helped it develop automatic
high-speed coiling machines for coiling in-line pipe
or hoses that are produced in short coil lengths. Its
focus has broadened towards automatic coil
handling in different ways, according to customer
needs and coil sizes. In the last few years there has
been strong interest in its technology from Europe
and North America – where it is establishing new
premises.
� www.fb-balzanelliusa.com
Frigosystem-Corema is focused on the design,
manufacture and sale of industrial chillers and
temperature controllers, and it has long experience
in high accuracy systems. Its range of products
allows it to satisfy the demands of both large and
small players. Frigosystem can structure its offer
with tailor-made plants and proposals, oriented to
efficiency and energy saving.
� www.frigosystem.it/en

Click
here to
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for your
free
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Gneuss is a supplier of innovative solutions for the
extrusion and recycling industry. Its patented MRS
extruder offers new possibilities with regard to the
efficient devolatilisation and extrusion of
hygroscopic polymer melts like polyester, nylon or
polyolefins. Combining these with Gneuss processconstant and fully automatic screen changers and
high-quality pressure and temperature sensors
allows very efficient processing of highly
contaminated materials.
� www.gneuss.com
Greiner Extrusion is a leading supplier of
extrusion lines, tooling and complete systems for
profile extrusion. Its portfolio ranges from
formulation development to extrusion lines and
from tooling to engineering complete production
plants. With six technology centres and 15
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Integrated Control Technologies (ICT) specialises
in extruder drive and control upgrades for the
plastics industry, and helps customers develop a
plan for upgrading their extruder to give it
capabilities equivalent to that of a new system. At
its booth, it will distribute free copies of A Guide to
Extruder Upgrades. It can help identify individual
levels of risk, supply quotations that align with
business objectives, and explain how to evaluate
quotations based upon multiple criteria to
establish a reliable recommendation.
� www.integratedcontroltech.com
Jelliff has a facility in Hickory, North Carolina that
manufactures and supplies all types of extruder
screen packs. Screens are available in both plain
steel and stainless-steel alloys. Jelliff can supply
various diameter screens as single or spot-welded
packs. The company also produces all types of wire
cloth cylinders, aluminium and stainless-steel
bound packs, made to customer specification.
Jelliff also supplies copper gauze for cleaning
breaker plates.
� www.jelliff.com
Kolcor designs, builds and supplies melt filtration
equipment. Its staff have the unique ability to
quickly grasp customer needs and recommend the
right piece of equipment for each material and
process. Every Kolcor screen changer is based on
three fundamental design criteria: functionality,
quality, and safety. Because Kolkor does all of the
design, sales, and service in one place, customers
enjoy the convenience of one-stop shopping.
� www.kolcor.com
Labtech Engineering is a specialist in laboratory
and pilot plant polymer processing machines. Its
machines are made under Swedish management
and technology combined with a skilled Thai staff
of engineers and technicians. In 2010 it moved into
its new manufacturing facility. The company has
one of the largest ranges of laboratory and pilot
plant plastic processing machines, which includes
twin and single screw extruders, co-ex and single
www.pipeandprofile.com
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Right: Maguire
is an expert in
blending and
material
handling

layer sheet and film
extrusion lines, two roll
mills, presses, filter testers
and pelletising systems.
� www.labtechengineering.com

knowledge for every
problem related to
material storage,
conveying and treatment of
the various plastic materials. It
designs and manufactures
equipment for engineering
solutions, complete material
handling systems as well as storage,
material drying, dosing and
recycling devices, for both granules
and powder materials.
� www.maintechworld.it

systems

Maguire Products is a specialist in
blending and material handling
systems for the plastics industry. It
has six production facilities across
the USA and operates globally,
developing equipment for accurate
conveying, loading, drying and
dosing of raw materials, additives and
masterbatches along with systems that
provide real-time data on material
consumption. It recently partnered with
Italy-based Syncro – which has expertise in
extrusion control, including blown and cast film,
sheet, pipe and profile – to expand options for
advanced extrusion control technologies.
� www.maguire.com
Main Tech offers a new generation of auxiliary
equipment and complete systems for the plastics
industry. It combines a culture of innovation and
skill to develop state of the art products and
services. Main Tech has developed a substantial

NFM is a leader in design,
manufacturing, performance,
support and service for polymer
processing and extrusion systems. It
provides reliability through every step of
polymer processing system development, which
leads to: reliable products (from the extruders to
the equipment that is integrated with them);
reliable systems and engineering (including a
range of turnkey systems and solutions); reliable
after-sales support (working directly with
experienced craftsmen); and reliable service and
spare parts.
� www.nfm.net

�

Experts speak at free conference
Visitors to the Plastics Extrusion World
Expo can attend the free conference
in the show’s Pipe and Profile
Extrusion theatre. Business
intelligence, market opportunities and
updates on technology and materials
will be presented by industry experts
during the event.
The keynote address on May 8 will
be given by Richard Krock, VP for
regulatory and technical affairs at The
Vinyl Institute. He will provide a
valuable update on the US vinyl
industry. The opening keynote on May
9, examining technologies for
expanding the use of plastics in pipe
systems, will be given by Sarah
Patterson, technical director at The
Plastics Pipe Institute.
There will be four industry debates
across the two days, focusing on the
future for plastics profiles, medical
24
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Speakers at the event
include (from left):
Richard Krock of the
Vinyl Institute; Bernie
Henn of Verisk 3E; and
Sarah Patterson of the
Plastics Pipe Institute

tubing, plastic pipes and woodplastics composites. These will be
hosted by Lou Reade, the editor of
Pipe and Profile Extrusion magazine.
The panellists include influential
representatives from companies such
as CertainTeed, Deceuninck, DuraLine, Eldon James, Envirolastech,
North American Decking Association,
Raumedic, Spectrum Plastics and WL
Plastics.
A special training seminar on the
afternoon of May 8 will focus on

product stewardship and regulatory
compliance for extruders,
compounders and recyclers. It will be
given by Bernie Henn, supplier
development manager at Verisk 3E. A
series of technical presentations
throughout the two-day programme
will provide useful ideas for optimising
extrusion lines and operations.
For more information about the
Plastics Extrusion World Expo
conference and the full line-up of
speakers, CLICK HERE.
www.pipeandprofile.com
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array of solutions for all polymer producers and
processors.
� www.pall.com
Parkinson Technologies is a leading designer and
manufacturer of large-scale web handling, winding
and plastics processing equipment for continuous
web processing. It incorporates Key Filters screen
changers, Marshall & Williams Plastics orientation
lines, Parkinson Winders surface and centre
winders, and Dusenbery Converting Systems slitterrewinders. Parkinson also offers its customers
flexibility to conduct plastics sheet/film extrusion
and orientation R&D and to produce commercially
viable marketing samples.
� www.parkinsontechnologies.com
Above:
Pixargus
specialises in
surface
inspection and
dimension
measurement
of products
such as profiles
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Oden Technologies is an intelligent industrial
automation company that helps manufacturers
achieve high quality production by providing
complete visibility of all production processes in
real-time. The Oden platform wirelessly collects
data from any machine, integrates it with third party
systems and delivers instantaneous insights leading
to effective quality control, timely maintenance and
lower machine downtimes, optimised operations
and higher customer satisfaction.
� www.oden.io
Omipa designs and builds complete extrusion and
co-extrusion lines for sheet, foil, film and hollow
profile in various materials. It handles all elements
of the extrusion line in-house, from design through
to installation of the finished line. Its after-sales
service relies on sending skilled staff to customers’
sites, a rapid spare part service, and on-line
assistance. Omipa produces complete extrusion
and co-extrusion lines for: high optical quality
sheet and foil; hollow profiles; thermoforming
sheets; and foil in composite materials. It also
supplies downstream equipment for rigid and PVC
sheets, special extrusion lines, and ancillary
equipment.
� www.omipa-extrusion.com
Pall Corporation is a supplier of filtration,
separation and purification technology. Its
equipment helps polymer producers make high
quality end products by capturing and removing
both hard and soft (gel) contamination. Its patented
filter elements enable long on-stream life at the
lowest possible operating pressure drop. Pall’s
polymer element and system design technology,
along with sintered metal fibre, sintered powder
and wire-mesh type filter media, deliver a broad
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Pixargus specialises in systems for automatic
surface inspection and dimension measurement of
continuously produced long products such as
profiles, tubes, webs and cables in a wide range of
materials, as well as for single piece inspection. All
its systems feature its proprietary, highperformance machine vision technology. Today,
Pixargus systems are in use 24/7 in manufacturing
operations in the automotive, medical, building
and infrastructure as well as consumer goods
sectors.
� www.pixargus.com
Plastics News and its sister publications together
comprise the world’s largest plastics publishing
organisation, the Crain Global Polymer Group,
which includes multiple websites, more than a
dozen e-newsletters, multiple conferences and
industry award programs.
� www.plasticsnews.com
Polyfil focuses on the development and
production of performance-enhancing additive
concentrates for polyolefins. Its product line
includes antistats, antifogs, chemical foaming
agents, ultraviolet stabilisers and blockers, purge
and shutdown compounds, slips, antiblocks,
processing aids, antioxidants, flame retardants,
nucleator/clarifiers, gas and odour absorbers,
release agents, mineral-filled concentrates,
multifunctional additive concentrates, and custom
formulated products. The company, which is ISO
9001 certified, became part of the Kafrit Group in
2018.
� www.polyfilcorp.com
PolymerOhio is a non-profit membership
organisation for Ohio’s polymer industry. It serves
www.pipeandprofile.com
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as a network hub for a broad range of
polymer industry participants – from
manufacturers and suppliers to
universities, technical institutions,
government agencies, and economic
development organisations. Among other
things, it can help local companies:
network with industry professionals; find
and develop new technologies; build or
fill gaps in their supply chain; and, conduct
market research and train their workforce.
� https://polymerohio.org
PolyOne is a premier provider of
specialised polymer materials, services
and solutions, including Geon vinyl formulations.
The company is dedicated to serving customers in
diverse industries around the globe by creating
value through collaboration, innovation and a
commitment to excellence. PolyOne is an ACC
Responsible Care certified company committed to
its customers, employees, communities and
shareholders through ethical, sustainable and
fiscally responsible principles.
� www.polyone.com

Left: PSIPolymer
Systems offers
a range of
screen
changers, gear
pumps and
static mixers

PSI-Polymer Systems manufactures screen
changers, gear pumps and static mixers to improve
product quality and output between the extruder
and the die. It has helped many clients exceed the
standard capabilities of new lines and breathe new
life into those that are ready to be sidelined. It can
also dedicate resources to solving unique
problems, such as products for manifolds, block
valves, die changers and low-viscosity.
�
� www.psi-polymersystems.com
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Looking beyond
the PEWE event
In addition to all these companies within the PEWE show,
there are many others in neighbouring exhibitions. Here is a
selection of other companies you might want to seek out,
which are relevant to pipe and profile extruders.
Addivant/SI Group
Performance additives and process solutions.
� www.siigroup.com
Alok Masterbatches
Single pigment concentrates (SPCs) and mineral-filled
masterbatches.
� www.alokmasterbatches.com
AMI
Market intelligence, databases, and plastics industry events.
� www.ami.international
Brabender Technologie
Feeding equipment for a range of applications.
� www.brabender-technologie.com/en
Cabot
Specialist in black masterbatches.
� www.cabotcorp.com
Extreme Coatings
Wear-resistant solutions for screws.
� www.extremecoatings.net
Krauss Maffei Berstorff
Machinery and systems, especially for pipe extrusion.
� www.kraussmaffeiberstorff.com
Netzsch Instruments North America
Thermal analysis instrumentation for material characterisation.
� www.netzsch.com
Schwing Technologies
Thermal cleaning to remove polymers and contaminations from
tools and machine parts.
� www.schwing-technologies.com
Sikora
Measuring and inspection systems for pipe and profile extrusion.
� www.sikora.net
Struktol
Lubricants and process additives for all major polymers.
� www.struktol.com
28
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R&B Plastics Machinery is a manufacturer of
single screw extruders and has expertise in
compounding, cast film, pipe, profile, sheet, tubing,
and speciality applications. It offers a true turnkey
solution, and can integrate the operation of
downstream equipment into its control system.
Aside from new machinery, R&B offers rebuilds on
all existing makes and models of single screw
extruders.
� www.rbplasticsmachinery.com
RKC Instrument manufactures industrial single
loop and multi-loop PID temperature and process
controllers for industries including plastics extrusion. Other products include pressure and temperature sensors, high limit controllers, ramp soak
controllers, communication converters and supportive software. The company has ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 certification. Temperature and process
controllers carry a three-year warranty. They are CE
approved, RoHS compliant and are UL and cUL
recognised. RKC products are distributed and
supported in 27 countries throughout the world.
� www.rkcinst.co.jp/english
Stone Base Vietnam has calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) production lines with capacity of 60,000
tonnes/ year including coated and non-coated
CaCO3 powder, and filler masterbatch production
lines with a capacity of 50,000 tonnes/year.
Advanced technologies are applied to make the
best quality input materials for plastics and other
industries. Products are widely used by many
domestic and international customers. The
company has particular expertise in filler
masterbatch for woven bags and film blowing. For
example, it can use up to 50% filler for PP woven
bags and still guarantee quality. Due to expansion,
it is looking for more long-term business partners
and agents.
� www.stonebase.vn
Union, located in Italy, engineers, manufactures
and assembles complete extrusion lines for
roll-stock sheets, cast film, flat and hollow sheets,
corrugated and Greca sheets, special lines for
composite panels of plastics and metal and
complete equipment for foam board, sheet and
profiles. The company has more than 1,200 lines
installed in 54 countries, and provides technical
service to its worldwide customers with the latest
up-to-date high technology. In 2018, it was
recognised as one of the best 500 Italian
companies.
� www.unionextrusion.it
www.pipeandprofile.com
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Setting high
standards
Testing regimes for pipe continue to advance,
while several pipe authorities have updated
their regulations. Lou Reade reports

Although recycled material is becoming more
commonplace in extruded products – especially
window profiles – there is a nervousness about
using recyclate in a long-lasting product like pipes.
Researchers at the Polymer Competence
Centre Leoben (UCCL) in Austria – and coresearchers from elsewhere in Europe – have used
the cyclic cracked round bar (CRB) test according
to ISO 18489 in order to characterise recycled PE,
PP and PVC resin.
Recycled polymers have become more common
in many applications, but because pipe systems
require long lifetimes it is necessary to ensure that
the use of recyclate will not affect this – especially in
terms of slow crack growth (SCG).
For the basic evaluation of the applicability and
sensitivity of the cyclic CRB test, 24 different
non-virgin materials, (seven PE, 12 PP and five
PVC-U) were analysed, next to a virgin equivalent
for reference. The second part of the study
evaluated the effect of polymeric impurities – which
is often seen in polyolefin recyclates. Materials
were characterised using methods such as DSC,
MFR and shear viscosity.
The cyclic CRB test is a direct fracture mechanics
test to analyse SCG resistance of thermoplastics –
and was found applicable to all three materials
under test. It also showed “a high sensibility on
www.pipeandprofile.com 

non-virgin polymers”. For recycled PE and PP, the
SCG resistance was much lower – by one to two
magnitudes – compared with virgin pipe grades.
However, PVC was less sensible in terms of SCG
reduction.
Small amounts of PE impurity in PP – and vice
versa – can cause SCG reduction. The study found
that just 5% impurity considerably reduced SCG
resistance. Compared to the initial values of the
virgin materials, the relative impact of PE in PP is
higher than that of PP in PE.
“By systematic mixing of PE and PP it is shown
that a small amount of polymeric impurity has a big
impact on the long-term relevant resistance against
SCG,” said the researchers, in a paper presented at
last year’s PPXIX conference in the USA.

Main image:
PCCL and
co-researchers
tested four
Evonik grades
of PA12 to see
how viscosity
number
affected SCG

Crack growth in PA12
Separate PCCL research, carried out with
researchers from Evonik in Germany, found that
viscosity number (VN) was a key influence over the
SCG resistance of PA12 – a material that increasingly
been specified for use in SDR 11 gas pipe systems.
The researchers used the cyclic CRB test to
assess four grades of PA12, while also measuring
the influence of molecular weight (expressed by
relative VN) on fracture mechanical behaviour.
Results showed that the CRB specimens failed
April 2019 | PIPE & PROFILE EXTRUSION
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Above: The
Cool-Fit system
from GFPS is
joined using the
electrofusion
process – which
was the focus of
a recent study

by crack initiation and SCG. A clear linear
correlation as a function of the applied testing load
was also obtained with PA12, for the crack initiation
line and the total failure curve.
The study also found that increasing VN led to a
significant increase in SCG resistance. While the VN
of the tested materials only changed by the factor
of 2.1, the increase in SCG resistance represented
a factor of 300.
This confirms that the VN is a major material
property relevant for improving SCG resistance
– but also showed the potential of the cyclic CRB
test to assess effects and changes on a molecular
scale that influence the fracture mechanical
long-term failure resistance of PA12.

Electrofusion failures
At the same event, PCCL researchers – along with
co-researchers from both Agru and Georg Fischer
Piping Systems – explained their investigations
into the failure of PE electrofusion (EF) sockets.

“The joint of the EF socket and the pipe is a
characteristic spot, in which defects and high stress
concentrations may occur,” said the researchers.
“Therefore, an accurate consideration of the
long-term failure behaviour of EF sockets –
particularly with regard to minimum lifetime of
such a pipe system – is of great interest.”
The researchers made a fracture mechanics
lifetime prediction based on quasi-brittle failure
behaviour of EF sockets made of PE. Various internal
pressure tests on EF sockets were conducted under
elevated test conditions with focus on generating
quasi-brittle failure curves and investigating
characteristics of crack initiation and SCG.
When combined with internal pressure tests, a
numerical simulation (FEM) model for the stress
intensity factor characteristics in EF sockets was
created to predict the time to brittle failure.
The results showed that with the fracture
mechanics approach a reliable prediction of
minimum lifetimes of EF sockets for internal
pressure loading situations and applicationoriented installation situations was possible.
The results showed that, at sufficiently high
temperatures and internal pressures, EF sockets
failed by quasi-brittle SCG. However, a more
systematic evaluation of crack characteristics
revealed that cracks are initiated simultaneously in
the cold welding zone and the heating wire cavity
– merging together at a later stage of crack
propagation.
“It can be concluded that properly installed EF
sockets represent a safe and durable joining
technology for buried PE pipes,” said the
researchers.

CONEXTRU GmbH
supplies premium
cross head and
extrusion technology
in single- or multi-layer
structure for steel-pipe
or plastic-pipe coating.
office@conextru.eu
www.conextru.eu
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Amended gas rules
In addition to pipe testing regimes, many
authorities have announced changes to relevant
plastic pipe standards.
The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration (PHMSA) – part of the US
Department of Transportation – has amended its
Federal Pipeline Safety Regulations for plastic
piping systems used in the transportation of natural
or other gas.
The update – known as a Final Rule – is intended
to improve safety and allow for greater use of
plastic pipe in this area.
“Advances in plastic pipe design and
manufacturing have resulted in products that are
much safer today than they were 20 years ago,”
said PHMSA administrator Skip Elliott. “These
regulatory updates will significantly contribute to
advancing public safety.”
The updates take into account the changing
technologies and issues affecting plastic pipe. They
address concerns with installation and operational
safety issues associated with plastic pipe, as
observed by federal and state inspectors during
routine field activities, he said. Additionally, several
industry petitions received by PHMSA requested
that the agency consider regulatory updates for
plastic pipe that align with new innovations in
manufacturing and design, as well as current best
practices in plastic pipe installation.
The Final Rule will only apply to new, repaired
and replaced pipelines. Updates include: an
increased design factor for polyethylene pipe; and
updated standards governing the pipelines made
of polyamide 11 and 12.
As a result, the cost of materials to make new
pipe is estimated to be reduced by 10 percent,
resulting in an annual material cost savings of
approximately $32 million for transmission,
gathering, and distribution operators, said PHMSA.

The pipelines are not marked in accordance with
relevant product standard requirements, so may
not comply with them, said PPI.
“A properly marked pipe includes relevant
standards on the pipe’s printline – but this cannot
be relied upon by itself, as a printline is no
guarantee of the quality of the pipe,” he added.

European standards
Euromap has published draft standards governing
the networking of extrusion machinery.
The Euromap 84 working group deals with the
standardization of OPC UA based interfaces for
extrusion. Experts from 10 European extruders and
extrusion line manufactures are working with
control systems manufacturers and MES suppliers
on standardised information models to allow
extrusion lines to be networked to central
computers/MES. They also allow networking within
the extrusion line itself. As with all Euromap
recommendations, they are manufacturer-neutral.
First, basic specifications will be made, then the
extrusion line will be modelled as a whole. This
helps to control overall production (such as
throughput, product quality and energy
consumption). For managing production jobs, a new
concept was needed because the existing model
– for injection moulding – could not be transferred to
extrusion. Next, the various components of an
extrusion line will be examined separately to record
all important process parameters.
CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:
� www.pccl.at
� www.agru.at
� www.gfps.com
� www.evonik.com
� www.phmsa.dot.gov
� www.plasticpipe.org
� www.euromap.org

Below: PPI has
warned that
sub-standard
pipe has been
found in the oil
and gas sector

HDPE pipe warning
In a related issue, Plastics Pipe Institute (PPI), the
North American plastic pipe trade association, has
issued a warning about sub-standard products.
The move comes after HDPE pipe that does not
comply with the relevant product industry
standards was found in oil and gas gathering
operations of the Permian and Delaware basins in
Texas and New Mexico.
“We’re issuing this advisory because we are
seeing HDPE pipes that have significant quality
issues,” said Tony Radoszewski, president of PPI. “In
some cases, neither the manufacturer nor the
origin of the pipe could be identified.”
www.pipeandprofile.com 
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Cleveland, Ohio, USA / May 8 – 9, 2019

7 REASONS
YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS THE PLASTICS
EXTRUSION WORLD EXPO THIS YEAR...
The Plastics Extrusion World Expo is part of North America’s largest dedicated
plastics event of the year and more than 2,000 people have already signed up
to attend! Join representatives from some of the biggest industry names to see
more than 250 exhibitors and over 130 expert speakers across the focused plastics
extrusion, compounding and recycling exhibitions.

1. Debate the future of extrusion markets

Seven panels will debate the future for plastic packaging,
profiles, stretch & shrink film, pipes, agricultural film, medical
tubing and WPCs. They will feature industry leaders from
Balcan Plastics, CertainTeed, Deceuninck, Dura-Line, Eldon
James, Envirolastech, Imaflex, ProAmpac, Raumedic, Sealed
Air, WL Plastics, Wraptite etc.

2. Compare the latest extrusion machinery

The focused exhibition will feature more than 20 suppliers
of extrusion lines, including Alpha Marathon, Bandera,
Bausano, Colines, Collin, Davis-Standard, Gneuss, Greiner,
KraussMaffei Berstorff, Kuhne, Labtech, Macchi, Macro, NFM,
Omipa, PTi, R&B Plastics Machinery, Reifenhäuser, Simcheng
and Labtech, Macchi, Macro, NFM, Omipa, PTi, R&B Plastics
Machinery, Reifenhäuser, Simcheng and more.

3. Learn new skills at the free training seminars
A series of free training seminars will provide practical tips
on vitally important topics such as: complying with food
contact legislation; color measurement and control; product
stewardship; designing for recyclability; and understanding
polymer degradation and stabilization.

4. Network with other extruders and end users
The 2,000+ visitors who have already registered to attend
include representatives from Amcor, Associated Materials,
Avery Dennison, Azek Building Products, Bemis, Berry
Global, Bixby, Colgate-Palmolive, Genova Products,

NAPCO, Nestle, Parker Hannifin, Renolit, Reynolds, Royal
Building Products, Taghleef, Tarkett, Tekni-Plex, Trex, Veka
and many more.

5. Compare the latest auxiliary equipment
The exhibition will feature a huge range of auxiliary
equipment for extrusion lines from suppliers such as Addex,
Adescor, Advanced Blending Solutions, Berlyn ECM,
Cloeren, Custom Downstream Systems; Doteco, Frigosytem,
Maguire, Nordson, Maag, Pall, Parkinson Technologies,
Pixargus, Plastic Systems and many more.

6. Learn from expert technical speakers
There will be two focused conference theaters at the Plastics
Extrusion World Expo with presentations on: high-barrier
packaging; technologies for growing the use of plastic
pipes; Industry 4.0; CPVC processing; direct extrusion;
extruder upgrades; quality control; mixing technologies;
sustainability; and many more hot topics.

7. Discover new opportunities in recycled
and compounded plastics
Visitors to the Plastics Extrusion World Expo will have free
access to the adjacent Plastics Recycling World Expo and
Compounding World Expo plus their three conference
theaters. In total, there will be more than 250 exhibitors and
over 130 speakers to choose from.

Get your free ticket
The Plastics Extrusion World Expo will take place at the Huntington Convention Center in Cleveland, Ohio, USA
on May 8-9, 2019. Admission to the trade show and its conference theaters will be free of charge to visitors who
register in advance HERE. Your free ticket is valid for both days of the event.

Co-located with:

GET YOUR FREE
TICKET NOW!
Bringing the global plastics industry together
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Recycling of PVC
window profiles
continues to rise
– but everybody
from pipe makes
to granulator
manufacturers
are also playing
their part to
ensure that more
materials are
recovered and
re-used

Stepping up efforts to
recycle extruded products
The construction industry accounts for a substantial
portion of all landfill waste – so suppliers into that
industry are keen to ensure that they step up their
recycling efforts.
For instance, Belgian profile extruder
Deceuninck opened a new recycling line in
Diksmuide, Belgium earlier this year – which will
eventually allow it to recycle up to 45,000 tonnes/
year of PVC.
As well as giving a four-fold increase of capacity,
the new line is capable of recycling post-consumer
as well as post-industrial PVC waste.
“This will further reduce the ecological footprint
of our products, and reduce dependency from
virgin raw material,” said the company.
Input materials will be sourced from post
industrial waste (customers’ offcuts as well as its
own process scrap) and from first-generation PVC
windows that are gradually being replaced after
30-40 years.
The company expects the new facility to save
more than 2 million windows per year from landfill
or incineration. It is using recycling technology that
enables recycling of PVC profiles of all colours and
of all different compositions – including profiles
www.pipeandprofile.com 

containing glass fibre reinforcement.
Old profiles are decontaminated, sorted by
colour and granulated to be used to extrude new
PVC profiles.
The company says this shows its commitment to
PVC as a building materials. Its reasons include the
low thermal conductivity of PVC window profiles
and lower energy consumption compared with
aluminium window profiles – as well as high
recyclability leading to carbon dioxide reductions.

Main image:
Deceuninck’s
new recycling
line will
eventually be
able to recycle
45,000 tonnes/
year of PVC

Recycling record
UK-based window profile manufacturer Eurocell
says it processed a record number of postconsumer window profiles in 2018 – recycling more
than 1.2 million frames.
The company says it also sourced 15% more
recycled material in its products in 2017 – allowing
it to produce 12,500 tonnes of products made from
recycled material at its Midlands-based plant in
2018.
Chris Coxon, head of marketing at Eurocell, said:
“It is a testament to our commitment to improving
the sustainability of PVC that we achieved record
levels of recycling in 2018. Over the past decade
April 2019 | PIPE & PROFILE EXTRUSION
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Above:
US-based
Green Line
Polymers last
year installed
NGR’s largest
recycling
machine

we have invested heavily to improve sustainability
and this is enabling us to surpass the recycling
objectives that we set for the business.”
When windows reach the end of their life, the
PVC profiles are shredded and granulated – and
the material is used to extrude new profiles. This
process can be repeated up to 10 times using the
same material, says Eurocell – giving recycled PVC
windows a lifespan of up to 350 years.
“In 2019 we are looking forward to processing
even more post-consumer profiles for recycling –
and hope to see a significant increase on last year’s
figures,” said Coxon.

Axion takeover

Right: An
angled side
chute on
Conair’s Viper
series makes it
easier to feed
in long sections
of pipe and
profile
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UK-based Axion Recycling is now under new
ownership – having been taken over by metals
recycling specialist S Norton.
John Norton, chairman of S Norton. said: “This
change in ownership of Axion Recycling clarifies
and consolidates the working arrangements
between S Norton and the Axion sites. We will
continue to support the company policy and
strategy for sales growth of all products, while
increasing added-value and profitability.”
Axion will trade under the same name and all
commercial transactions will continue in
the same way as before. Roger
Morton will continue as director,
and the rest of the management
team will remain. The only change is
that Keith Freegard has resigned as
marketing director, but will continue on a
part-time consultancy agreement for the
next 12 months.
Axion develops and operates
resource recovery and processing
solutions for recycling waste materials,
and works with a range of clients – from
Government agencies and local
authorities to companies in diverse
commercial sectors – on the practical
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development of new processing and collection
methods to recover value from waste resources.

Scrap for pipe
US-based Green Line Polymers (GLP) – a major
recycler of polymer products in North America
– last year installed “the largest recycling machine
ever built” by Austria’s NGR.
The line is a capable of recycling more than
4,000lbs (around 1.8 tonnes) of plastic scrap per
hour. The recyclate will be used by GLP’s parent
company ADS, as a raw material building block for
the next generation of corrugated piping products
and water management solutions.
NGR recently delivered its 1000th plastics
recycling line. Key benefits for customers is the
‘One-Step’ technology, which uses a shredderfeeder-extruder combination. This ensures high
energy efficiency while minimising equipment
footprint and reducing material handling steps.
NGR operates a technical centre near Atlanta in the
USA, along with a full-scale recycling line available
for customer testing and trials.

Angled side chute
The new Viper family of granulators, from Conair,
includes an angled side chute that makes
it safe and easy to feed in long sections
of pipe and profile.
“One of our objectives with these
new granulators was to customise
them to suit almost any application,”
said Sam Rajkovich, VP of sales
and marketing at Conair. “For that
reason, we offer a range of
different infeed choices – and not
only for pipe and profile scrap.”
The entire family ranges in size
from small beside-the-press units
to large central granulators. The
portfolio includes 14 models with
rotor diameters of 6, 8, 12, 17 and
www.pipeandprofile.com
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Below: Neue
Herbold’s
SM1000 series
has a rotor
diameter of
1,000 mm

23 inches (140, 200, 300, 420 and 570 mm), and
maximum throughputs from 80 lb/hr (36 kg/hr) to
3,800 lb/hr (1,724 kg/hr).
Tangential feed cutting chambers are standard
on smaller machines, and the large units come in
what Conair calls a ‘super-tangential configuration’
to facilitate feeding of large and bulky scrap. Threeblade open rotors are also standard, and other
rotor designs are available.
“The design of the new granulators has been
totally customer-driven,” said Rajkovich. “Our
objective was to develop a straightforward,
uncomplicated suite of Conair-designed machines,
suitable for most applications. We also wanted to
make standard as many popular features as
possible.”
Among these popular features: all but the
smallest and largest models are fully sound-insulated
on the hopper and the cutting chamber; abrasionresistant steel, hardened to 550 HV, is used to reduce
wear and increase the cutting chamber’s life; water
cooling channels are incorporated into machines
with 12in (300mm) diameter rotors and larger; and
larger screens, equal to 50% of the rotor diameter,
are used to increase throughput without added
horsepower. Benefiting the user, knives are designed
to be adjusted in an outside jig on a workbench,
rather than inside the cutting chamber,
and maintenance and cleaning are
made easier thanks to tool-less front
access, hinged, tilt-back hoppers
(powered on large models), and
drop-down screen cradles.
The Viper granulators can be
configured for feeding of scrap in a
wide range of shapes and sizes. The
options range from an upturned feed
tray for basic hand feeding, to
conveyor infeed. Several discharge
options are also available, including
self-powered vacuum motor loaders that
draw granulate out of the catch bin and
deposit into a Gaylord or bin. Compressed
air evacuation is another option and multiple
granulators can be emptied by a central
vacuum system to a common collection
bin or box.

Brand extension
Neue Herbold exhibited its large
SM1000/600 granulator at last year’s
Fakuma – part of a recent extension to
its SM series that completes its upper
range with machines that have a rotor
diameter of 1,000mm.
38
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The SM1000 series is designed for applications
where a large throughput capacity is required, or
large and bulky materials are being granulated. The
machines can be fitted with various types of feeding
hoppers and devices as well as with various rotor
geometries. Neue Herbold says this means that the
SM1000 series machine can be used for a variety of
applications, including films and other products. A
wet grinding version is also available.
The Germany-based company says all its
granulators are equipped with the ‘double cross’
cutting action. The inclined angle of both the rotor
and the bed knives ensures a constant cutting gap
across the entire width of the knives, it says.

US move
Piovan, the Italian ancillary equipment group, last
year moved its US business, Universal Dynamics,
into a new manufacturing facility in Fredericksburg,
Virginia – doubling its previous production
capacity. Also acting as the new headquarters of
the Piovan Group in North America, the facility’s
output covers a wide range of Piovan’s products,
including storage, conveying, blending, drying and
size reduction equipment. In 2019, the new facility
will also become the manufacturing centre for
Piovan Group’s Aquatech process water-cooling
equipment, which has been imported for about
three years from Aquatech’s Italian facility.
Like other manufacturers, Piovan highlights the
tangential design of the cutting system, which it
first launched in its granulators in 2015.
However, it said: “The new Piovan granulators
are a step ahead of current versions available in the
market thanks to the way they are manufactured.
The cutting chamber is made from machined
pieces, which are then assembled rather than
being cast or welded.”
Piovan also highlights the energy efficient
electrical and control systems of its granulators. In
processes with fluctuating scrap generation, the
energy saving system intervenes to manage the
idle periods and optimise consumption.
CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:
� www.deceuninck.com
� www.eurocell-recycle.co.uk
� www.axiongroup.co.uk
� www.s-norton.com
� www.greenlinepolymers.com
� www.ngr.at
� www.ads-pipe.com
� www.conairgroup.com
� www.neue-herbold.com
� www.piovan.com
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Tough call: the latest
applications of PE100
Qenos says its calculator can help
installers take full advantage of
specifying its PE100 HSRC grade

PE100 is often the material
of choice for the most
demanding of applications
– including a number of
trenchless installations.
Lou Reade reports
Tough conditions call for tough pipe materials –
and PE100 and its equivalents are often the pipe of
choice in demanding environments. Of course,
there are many grades to choose from – with each
manufacturer extolling the virtues of their own
material.
Australia-based Qenos has developed an online
‘benefit calculator’, which it says can help users
make the most of its new PE100 HSCR piping –
based on inputs such as nominal diameter,
maximum allowable operating pressure and
installation technique.
The company says that its high stress-crack
resistance Alkadyne HCR193B is Australia’s first
pipe resin classified as PE100 HSCR – according to
PIPA POP016. It could enable designs with pipes of
lower wall thickness – provided the mechanical
strength of the pipe is sufficient to withstand the
forces working on the pipe during installation and
service life. These designs could lower project and
operational costs by reducing pipe weight per
metre and decrease pumping costs as a result of
increased hydraulic capacity, says Qenos.

Calculated comparison
The calculator compares the ‘fit for purpose-risk
based’ design – using PE100 HSCR – with the
‘deemed to comply’ design that uses conventional
PE100. It then translates this into pipeline Design
Charts that quantify key benefits – such as increased hydraulic capacity, reduced material
consumption, and lower carbon footprint.
“Our calculator provides pipeline design
engineers with a rapid insight into the quantitative
benefits that Alkadyne HCR193B can deliver over
conventional PE100 resins in trenchless pipeline
www.pipeandprofile.com 
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ductile properties – making it ideal for HDD
construction.
“HDPE pipe is the tested and proven solution for
force main rehabilitation and trenchless
construction,” said Camille George Rubeiz, senior
director of engineering for the municipal and
industrial division of PPI. “The strength and
flexibility of PE4710 made it ideal for this longest
and largest HDPE pull. The time and money it
would have taken to dig up and replace the
existing line would have made this project
unrealistic.”

Foldable pipe

Above: Isco
used more than
3,300ft of 54in
PE4710 pipe in
an HDD project
in Miami, USA

installations,” said Jeroen Wassenaar, pipe market
segment manager at Qenos. “It covers applications
including potable and irrigation water, domestic
and industrial sewerage, gas distribution, and coal
seam gas gathering networks.”
Qenos developed the tool in collaboration with
consultant Mike Stahmer, with input from leading
PE pipe manufacturers.
“The Design Charts provide engineers and
designers with a simplified presentation that
quantifies key aspects,” said Stahmer.
These aspects are pipe mass, carbon footprint,
hydraulic capacity, allowable tensile load, and
critical buckling pressure. Comparisons are made
in each case against ‘standard’ PE100 – and
displays attributes that can be converted into cost
savings and other benefits, he said.

Long installation

Right: Agru’s
PE100 pipe is
used to supply
water for this
indoor
waterfall in
Singapore
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US-based Isco Industries carried out the longest
horizontal directional drilled (HDD) installation of
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe in the US
and Canada – according to the Plastic Pipe
Institute (PPI), which recognised the achievement
as one of its projects of the year in 2018.
More than 4,200ft (1280m) of 54in (137cm)
diameter PE4710 pipe was used in the project.
“Not only was it a very long pull, but the
diameter of the pipe was also a challenge in
replacing the existing sanitary sewer line in Miami
Beach,” said Tony Radoszewski, president of PPI.
The existing 54in pre-stressed concrete cylinder
pipe (PCCP) sanitary sewage force main (FM) was
installed in 1977 and by 2012 was deteriorating
rapidly. A 54in IPS DR-17 HDPE pipe was chosen to
replace it – with technical assistance, pipe fittings
and fusion services provided by Isco. HDPE was
chosen because of its low life cycle cost and
monolithic features, and for its lightweight and
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In similar fashion, Agru of Austria recently used
trenchless installation to fit a PE100-RC pipe inside
a leaking sewage pressure line near Linz, in order
to keep traffic disruption there to a minimum.
The project used the Agru Close-Fit liner in the
renovation. This pressure-resistant liner is designed
for relining without an annular gap and can be
pulled in through existing shafts or small trenches
thanks to its small bending radii.
Due to the long lengths involved (up to 620m),
the PE liners had to be shaped on-site. The CloseFit liners are usually folded at the factory, meaning
this project placed new demands on the lining
system. RTI Austria, a specialist in pipe renovation,
was awarded the contract and used Agru’s Close-Fit
liner for its pressure pipe renovations – which for
this project was made of PE 100-RC.
The liner is a folded pipe that is easy to pull into
an old pipe in need of repair because of its
reduced cross section. Its ‘memory effect’ enables
it to reshape itself into a circular pipe after
installation, using pressure and temperature. This
causes the Close-Fit liner to lie tight against the old
pipe and form a frictional connection with it. This
method allows the greatest possible internal cross

www.pipeandprofile.com
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section to be retained in the old pipe and an
annular gap to be avoided completely. The surface
of the AGRU Close-Fit liner remains smooth
throughout its service life, improving the flow
properties of the sewerage line.
“The technical challenge was immense,” said
Thomas Peyrl, RTI’s regional manager north, who
supervised the installation. “Shaping pipe strings
more than 600m long on-site was also something
new for us. We shaped the pipe strings at the
construction site without any problems, and hardly
affected traffic on the road.”

High water mark
Agru’s PE100 pipe has also been used in the
supply pipeline to “the world’s highest indoor
waterfall” – which has been built at Jewel Changi
Airport in Singapore.
The waterfall, called the Rain Vortex,
incorporates 2,400m of Agruline PE 100 pipe with
an outer diameter of 110mm and SDR 17.
Hitachi Aqua Tech Engineering installed the
pipe as the water supply system for the 40m high
waterfall. It involved using long pipe sections that
extend for 11.8m. These were butt-welded
together into a string inside the building, before
being pushed up onto the roof. The remaining
segments were joined by electro-socket welding.
PE100 pipe was chosen after intensive product
testing – and replaced the original choice of
stainless steel.

Gas supply
Radius Systems says that its new high
performance HY100 gas pipe provided a modern,
durable solution for low- and medium-pressure gas
networks and pipeline rehabilitation schemes.
HY100 is part of a wide range of solutions from
Radius. Specifically designed for gas distribution, it
is a robust, co-extruded solid wall pipe with a
yellow PE80 outer – for pipe identification and
application recognition – and a black PE100 inner.
The use of high performance PE100 material
enables Radius to offer an SDR21 pipe with
increased gas-carrying capacity and a maximum
operating pressure of 2 bar. The polyethylene
material used for the pipe manufacture provides
maximum corrosion resistance and long service
lifetime – and is compatible with conventional
electrofusion and butt-fusion jointing techniques.
Pipes are manufactured in diameters of 250450mm within Radius’ ISO 9001:2015 certified
manufacturing facilities, and are approved to
appropriate UK gas industry specifications. The
HY100 pipe is also compatible with approved
www.pipeandprofile.com 

electrofusion and spigot fittings, says the company.
“We have engaged with our customers to
develop a cost-effective range of solid wall pipes
that combine the strength of PE100 with the yellow
colour identification of PE80,” said Mark Hunter,
product support and marketing manage. “The pipe
range is fully approved to the UK gas industry
specification to meet our customers’ requirements.”

Above: RTI
fabricated
strings of
440-624m in
length from
Agru’s
Close-Fit
PE100 liner
pipes

Higher grades
SABIC showcased five pipe grades at last year’s
NPE exhibition – including two of PE100 grade or
equivalent: HDPE P6006NA, for high-pressure
industrial pipe; and Vestolen A Rely 5933RD, an
HDPE for chlorinated potable water.
For industrial pressure pipe used to transport
water and gas, HDPE P6006NA combines high
stress crack resistance properties with long-term
hydrostatic strength. It is made using multi-modal
polyethylene (PE) resins and designed for highpressure applications according to the US PE 4710
rating.
For underground infrastructure applications, its
Vestolen A Rely 5933RD can deliver a longer useful
life, especially for potable water distribution pipe
requiring improved resistance to chlorinated
disinfectants.
This grade is a PE100 classified solution and
claims to deliver higher resistance to slow crack
growth than standard PE100 grades, for potential
use in trenchless installation techniques.
CLICK ON THE LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION:
� www.qenos.com
� www.isco-pipe.com
� www.plasticpipe.org
� www.agru.at
� www.radius-systems.com
� www.sabic.com
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MAY 8 - 9, 2019
HUNTINGTON CONVENTION
CENTER, CLEVELAND,
OHIO, USA

Access more than 250 exhibitors over two days

Bringing the global plastics industry together

REGISTER
TO ATTEND
FOR FREE
SEE FULL
LIST OF
EXHIBITORS
Limited free tickets – get yours today!

and many more...
www.ami.international/exhibitions

EVENT PREVIEW | POLYMER FOAM US 2019

Speakers at the Polymer Foam conference
in Pittsburgh in June will cover advances in
processing, technologies and applications

Expanding opportunity
for polymer foams
The use of foam technology is increasing rapidly
across all fields of plastics processing. Applications
have been expanding across many markets,
including construction, infrastructure, packaging,
transportation and energy generation.
The 7th edition of AMI’s Polymer Foam US
conference explores advances in a wide range of
polymer foam materials, processes and applications.
Presentation topics cover foam technology and
applications in thermoplastics and elastomers,
future trends in applications and markets, innovation
in the foam industry, optimisation of foam processing, interplay between chemical and physical
blowing agents, regulatory status and new developments in additives and sustainable solutions.
This two-day event takes place on 18-19 June
2019 in Pittsburgh, PA, US, and brings together
expert industry speakers from the entire supply
chain to evaluate and discuss the trends, challenges
and opportunities facing the polymer foam industry
across multiple end-use applications.
In this article we preview the event, with a closer
look at the line-up of expert speakers.
Speakers in the opening session of Polymer
Foam 2019 explore future trends in a variety of
markets and applications. Klaus Brenner, Head of
46
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Global Engineering and Design at Greiner
Aerospace in Austria, gives the audience an
overview of design and production trends and
innovation in aircraft interiors and seating. Increased use of polymer foams in structural
sandwich core materials is discussed by Russell
Elkin, Product Development Manager USA at 3A
Composites, who highlights future trends in
applications for these materials and discusses
future market potential. This is followed by Steven
Sopher, Technical Director at JSP in the US, talking
about particle foam properties for the growing
sporting goods and impact protection markets.
After the networking break, the session continues with a paper from Rob Dernovsek, Manufacturing Area Manager at Polycon Industries – a
division of Magna Exteriors – in Canada, who will
discuss the company’s work with foams. Next, Rohit
Ghosh, Head of Marketing at BASF Corp in the US,
shares with the audience how BASF is encouraging
innovative practices that are tailored towards their
customers’ needs and how the foam industry can
adapt some simple steps to drive innovation. The
final talk in this session is given by Andrew B Cole,
Executive Director at the Canadian Urethane
Foam Contractors Association (CUFCA), who
www.pipeandprofile.com

POLYMER FOAM US 2019 | EVENT PREVIEW

reviews the success of the field quality assurance
program in the Canadian spray foam industry.

Blowing agents
The second session explores the changing regulatory landscape for blowing agents and also highlights some technical advances. Margaret Sheppard, Lead Environmental Protection Specialist at
the Environmental Protection Agency in the US,
updates the audience about regulatory changes in
blowing agents and shares an overview of classification of new blowing agents. International regulations regarding employees coming into contact with
the powdered ADCA blowing agent and performance of the masterbatch ADCA blowing agent as
an alternative are subjects discussed by Benjamin J
Reisman, Head of Materials Development at Palziv
in Israel. Peter Schroeck, President & CEO at Reedy
Chemical Foam in the US, explores chemical
blowing agents for thermoplastic elastomers in the
final part of this session.

Speakers at Polymer Foam in Pittsburg in June include (from left to right)
Rohit Ghosh from BASF, Alireza Tabatabei from Woodbridge Foam Corp,
Steve Sopher from JSP, Professor Chul Park from the University of Toronto

industry. Led by Steven Sopher, Technical Director
at JSP in the US, the discussion will explore tangible
sustainable solutions and focus on how the industry
can apply sustainable practices moving forward.
Panellists include Prof Chul B Park, Professor at the
University of Toronto in Canada, and Denisa
George, Marketing Manager Polyolefin Foams, at
Borealis in the UK. More panellists will be confirmed closer to the event.

Fire resistance

Improving processing

Shari Kram, Senior Research Scientist at Dow in
the US, shares her experience in the transition to a
polymeric flame retardant for PS foam across
China, Europe and the US. Developments in fire
performance in PU and PET foams are highlighted
by Margaret Baumann, Business Manager,
Americas at FRX Polymers in the US.
To round off the first day’s proceedings, a
networking drinks reception is being held in the
exhibition room, where delegates and speakers
can network with industry peers.

The final session of the conference is opened by
Prof Chul B Park and Dr Vahid Shaayegan,
Research Director and Postdoctoral Fellow, both
from the University of Toronto in Canada, who
look at foaming mechanisms of pure and reinforced polypropylene in foam injection moulding.
Low density polypropylene extrusion foaming with
decreased cell size in the presence of crystals and
additives is the presentation subject from Dr
Alireza Tabatabaei, Senior Development Engineer
at Woodbridge Foam Corporation in Canada.
Next, Dr Denis Rodrigue, Professor at the Department of Chemical Engineering, Laval University
in Canada, discusses piezoelectric properties of
polyethylene foams with a focus on optimisation of
the processing and post-processing conditions.
Closing the conference is Samuel Dix, R&D
Director at Trexel in the US, who compares
foaming level, structure and operating cost of two
different foaming techniques in injection moulding.

Sustainable foam
Day two of Polymer Foam 2019 is opened by Mario
Grenier, VP & General Manager at Dyne-A-Pak in
Canada, who delivers an overview of developments
in recycling and sustainability of polymer foams
including trends in bio-based materials and
packaging. The session continues with a panel
discussion focussing on sustainability in the foam

Polymer Foam US conference

Polymer
Foam
Pittsburgh / 2019
Exploring advances in polymer foam materials, processes, and applications
June 18-19, 2019
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

The 7th edition of AMI’s Polymer Foam US conference will take place on 18-19 June 2019 in Pittsburgh,
PA. The event provides an international forum for all companies involved in the manufacture, supply
and use of polymer foam, from end users and manufacturers to converters and suppliers.
In addition to the formal conference sessions, the event provides extensive networking opportunities
throughout the informal breaks, including access to the table top exhibition area and complementary
cocktail reception at the end of the first day. To find out more about attending the conference, taking a table-top exhibition space, or becoming a conference sponsor, visit the conference website or contact Conference Coordinator Christa
Beveridge Tel: +1 610 478 0800, christa.beveridge@ami.international.

SPECIAL
OFFER

Save $300 if you
register before
April 19, 2019

Sponsored by:

Bringing the plastics industry together.

www.pipeandprofile.com 

Media supporter:

@Contact_AMI #AMIFoamUS
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Compounding
World Congress
Cologne / 2019
Identifying new business strategies, innovative additives and process
optimisation for thermoplastics compounders
4-5 June 2019
Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

CLICK
HERE FOR
DETAILS

Sponsored by:

Media supporters:

Bringing the plastics industry together.

@Contact_AMI #AMICWC

MATERIALS | TECHNOLOGY

PVC

Flexible vinyl materials
exhibit high cohesion
Two new flexible PVC
compounds form strong
bonds with rigid vinyl
substrates when co-extruded with them.
This property promises
to deliver durable seal
components for building
and construction applications along with the
possibility of eliminating
the pre-drying step.
Apex 2310UV2 and
2316UV2 compounds from
Teknor Apex are available
with a Shore A hardness
range from 60 to 80. The
complete series is formulated for UV resistance to
ensure long-term retention
of appearance and
structural properties, and
custom formulations are
available with fungicide.
Potential applications of
the compounds include
window and door seals
and other indoor and
outdoor applications

The two grades have a Shore A
hardness range from 60 to 80

requiring co-extrusion with
rigid vinyl.
The key to the seal
durability is formulation
technology that enhances
adhesion to rigid PVC.
When coextruded onto the
substrate, the compounds
exhibit cohesive instead of
adhesive bonds, which
means that in tests of bond
strength the rupture occurs
in the flexible PVC rather
than at the interface.
“The bond to rigid PVC is

stronger than the inherent
strength of the flexible PVC
itself,” said John Macaluso,
building and construction
industry manager for the
vinyl division of Teknor
Apex. “While pre-drying the
flexible PVC always helps to
increase the strength of the
bond with rigid vinyl, the
bond achieved with our new
compounds potentially
eliminates the need for the
pre-drying step.”
� www.teknorapex.com

PURGING

Purging
range is
renamed
Polytechs has rebranded
its Clean X range of
purging compounds as
Clean Xpress.
The range will keep its
original formulation and
grade names (Clean
LDPE, Clean HDPE, Clean
PP, Clean HT, Clean HP).
Polytechs says that the
new name suggests the
purging ability of the
purging compound
formulations to solve
colour production change
issues and ease the
purging of ‘hard to clean’
resins.
Polytechs is an independent French-owned
supplier of compounds &
masterbatches, offering
toll-compounding
services and selling
speciality products. It
produces 23,000 tonnes/
year of products and sells
70% of its production
outside France.
� www.polytechs.fr

WINDOW PROFILES

Aluminium adds insulation performance
Austrian design consultancy AMX Automation
Technologies has devised
a simple way to make PVC
profiles up to 100%
vacuum-tight – which has
also improved their
insulation performance.
“Experiments with
silicate and aluminium
nanoparticles in the dry
blend failed,” said Meinwww.pipeandprofile.com 

hard Schwaiger, CEO of
AMX. “That delayed the
project for more than two
years and created additional
costs – but in the end we
prevailed.”
This is because the team
tried a new idea: a 35
micron piece of aluminium
foil on the inner web of the
profile chamber.
“This reduced the

permeability 1,000 times
compared to the original
PVC,” he said.
The metal foil and vinyl
composite profile allows
plastic windows to be made
with increased thermal
insulation and less material
input, bringing higher value
for the customer as well as
environment benefits.
This is because the profile

can still be fully recycled, as
it consists of only PVC,
aluminium foil and steel –
with no other materials such
as polyurethane foam or
glass fibre reinforcement.
“Only a radical approach
to produce a composite of
PVC and an ultra-thin
aluminium layer achieved
the breakthrough,” said
Schwaiger.
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TECHNOLOGY | MACHINERY

PRINTING

MATERIALS HANDLING

Ink jet works for marking
of ‘problematic’ plastics

Powerful
conveying
of material

UK-based plastic extruder
Verplas has used inkjet
printing to mark clear
black and white codes
onto its products – some of
which are made from
‘problematic’ materials
such as HDPE.
Using an iJet thermal
inkjet overprinter from
Rotech has enabled the
company to boost print
quality and satisfy
traceability requirements
on major customer
contracts – which include
cable guards and inner
reels for adhesive tapes.
For traceability purposes,
customers need each part
to be coded with data such
as date, production and
batch codes – as well as
part numbers. Cable
guards must also be
marked with the
company’s contact details.

Exair says that its new 2.5in
(64mm) and 3in (76mm)
316 stainless steel Line
Vacs are powerful in-line
conveyors that transport
high volumes of material
– from coffee beans to
plastic granules – through
ordinary hose or tube.
Commonly used to fill
hoppers, move trim and
waste or transfer parts, the
316SS Line Vac conveyors
eject a small amount of
compressed air through
directed nozzles into the
throat to produce a
vacuum on one end and
high output flows on the
other.
The material conveying
rate is easily controlled
with a pressure regulator.
An optional bracket
permits easy mounting,
says the company.
� www.exair.com

“These parts are extruded
from HDPE which is
notoriously difficult to print
onto,” said Martin Phillips,
technical development
manager at Verplas. “It is
very waxy, which makes it
impossible for standard inks
to adhere to without
spending a lot of money.”
Eventually, a
recommendation led to
Rotech, whose cartridgebased iJet series is

compatible with ST-BLK and
ST-WHT inks, enabling the
creation of clear, long
lasting codes on HDPE.
Also, Verplas does not run
its printers continuously – as
it only codes once or twice a
month.
Verplas trialled the unit
and sent samples of the
coded parts to customers to
check that the codes could
withstand their processes.
� www.rotechmachines.com

EXTRUDERS

Tube extrusion showcased in Mexico
Davis-Standard recently showcased its
portfolio for pipe and profile extrusion
at the Plastimagen show in Mexico –
along with its local
representative, Bernal Industrial.
One example was its highefficiency Super Blue extruder, whose
features include: a low noise,
high-torque double reduction
gearbox; cast aluminium finned
heaters bolted to the barrel; an AC
drive and motor; and a high
capacity air-cooling system.
In addition, its MEDD extruder is
optimised for clean room
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environments and has a replaceable
feed section liner and direct drive
technology for higher efficiency and

materials flexibility. The company
offers a high-tech melt pump system
to boost stability when processing
sensitive materials.
It is used in applications such as
microbore tubing, multi-lumen and
catheter tubing, endotracheal and
tracheotomy tubing and radio
opaque tubing.
Turn-key medical tubing
systems support extruder outputs
up to 700 lbs (315kg) per hour, and
line speeds up to 800 feet (240m)
per minute.
� www.davis-standard.com
www.pipeandprofile.com

Thermoplastics pipe
extrusion in
Europe 2018

Research the industry and
increase your market share
Growth in plastic pipe production is expected
in the next five years, stay updated on the key
players in this market.
Access verified data for 478 European pipe
producers to:
4 Focus on the level of pipe activity in each country
4 Create your own industry analysis
4 Interact with the decision makers at each site
4 Merge verified data into your own system

Claim your 15% discount: enter PPEA18 HERE
www.amiplastics.com
@AMIconferences
sales@ami.international | www.ami.international

Bringing the plastics industry together.

Download these new
product brochures
Simply click on the brochure cover or link to download a PDF to your PC or smartphone
Top left: Borealis: Pipe polymers
www.pipeandprofile.com/bor_pipe

BOREALIS: PIPE POLYMERS
Borealis has been a key
supplier to the pipe
industry for more than 50
years. This six-page
brochure details its full
range of PE and PP pipe
resins for production of
pipes and fittings for a
wide variety of
infrastructure
applications.

Solutions for
Pipe and Fitting
Applications
Summary Data Sheet

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD
Centre left: Zumbach: measurement control
www.pipeandprofile.com/z_wall

ZUMBACH: MEASUREMENT CONTROL
This eight-page brochure
details the main features
of Zumbach’s Wallmaster
measurement and control
system for improving
product quality, process
stability and data capture
in plastic tube and pipe
extrusion applications.

WALLMASTER

ID / OD / WALL
Measuring and Control Systems
for Plastic Tubing
•
•
•
•

Medical
Automotive
Sanitary/Heating
All Plastics
and Rubber

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD
Bottom left: Unicor: pipe corrugation
www.pipeandprofile.com/unicor4

UNICOR: PIPE CORRUGATION
R

CORRUGATED PLASTIC PIPE TECHNOLOGY

EN

This brand new 48-page
brochure from Unicor
provides detailed insight
into the design,
production, applications
and advantages of
corrugated pipes. It
includes specification
data on the company’s
wide range of pipe
corrugation equipment.

Top right: Sica: Pipe Processing
www.pipeandprofile.com/sica2

SICA: PIPE PROCESSING
This brochure from Sica
covers the company’s full
range of performance
pipe finishing equipment
including its novel TRS-W
cutting and chamfering,
Unibell electric belling
and robotised packaging
machines.

DELIVER
we
VA L U E

www.sica-italy.com

info@sica-italy.com

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD
Centre right: Hexpol: Dryflex TPEs
http://www.pipeandprofile.com/hexpol

HEXPOL: DRYFLEX TPE

The Dryflex family of TPEs
from Hexpol TPE add soft
touch appeal, function
performance and product
safety features in a range of
consumer, automotive,
industrial and packaging
applications. Find out more
in this brochure.

Dryflex®
Thermoplastic Elastomers

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD
Bottom right: Davis-Standard
www.pipeandprofile.com/ds_pipe2

DAVIS-STANDARD: PIPE & PROFILE
PIPE, PROFILE & TUBING

PIPE, PROFILE & TUBING OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
Our pipe, profile and tubing extruders and systems are engineered
to help you manufacture tight tolerance products with minimal
downtime. Extruders are available in a range of L/D ratios in both
air-cooled and water-cooled variants, and combine technology
with functional design to process just about any thermoplastic
material. Systems can be customized to meet the processing rates
and requirements for any pipe, profile or tubing process.

FEATURES
 Window, deck & fencing Profiles
 Automotive Body Side Moldings & Seals
 Automotive Fuel Delivery
 Pipe & Siding
 Straws, Zipper Seals, Closures
 Furniture, Weatherstrip, Display
 Bump & Multi-Lumen Tubing
 HDPE Tubing/Pipe, Drainage Piple
 Braided, Coextrusion Jacketing
 Heating & Cooling Systems
 Cotton Swab Sticks, Serrated Tubes

m

Davis-Standard supplies a
wide range of extruders
and extrusion systems for
pipe, profile and tubing
applications, including
medical tubing. This
brochure details the
range of equipment
available and key
performance benefits.

P: 860-599-1010 | 1 Extrusion Drive | Pawcatuck, CT 06379 | www.davis-standard.com
Copyright 2014 Davis-Standard, LLC

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

If you would like your brochure to be included on this page, please contact
Claire Bishop claire.bishop@ami.international. Tel: +44 (0)1732 682948

Learn more about AMI’s
upcoming conferences
Click on the relevant brochure cover or link to download a PDF of the full conference programme
TL: Polymer Sourcing & Distribution

Profiles USA

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/Polymer%20Sourcing%20and%20Distribution%202019.pdf

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/Profiles_US_2019.pdf

POLYMER SOURCING & DISTRIBUTION

Paradigm shift in global polymer sourcing & distribution
13-15 May 2019
Hilton Hotel, Barcelona, Spain

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save €200 when
you register before
22nd February
2019

Headline Sponsor

Media supporter:

The 14th edition of AMI’s
Polymer Sourcing &
Distribution conference
will be held on 13-15 May
2019 in Barcelona, Spain.
The event attracts
attendees from across the
plastics supply chain, from
polymer producers and
traders to processors and
brand owners.

Profiles
Pittsburgh / 2019

Capitalizing on developments in profiles for window,
door, decking, fencing and siding applications
June 4-5, 2019
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save $300
if you register
before April 12,
2019

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save $300 if you
register before
June 29,
2018

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Profiles 2019 USA, AMI’s
19th international
conference on plastics in
exterior building
applications, takes place
on 4-5 June in Pittsburgh,
PA, US. It covers the latest
market trends and
polymer material and
processing developments.

Media supporter:

@Contact_AMI
#AMI_Polyamides
@Contact_AMI
#AMIProfilesUS

Bringing the plastics industry together.

@Contact_AMI #AMIPSD

Bringing the plastics industry together.

PROFILES USA

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Centre left: Oil & Gas Polymer Engineering Houston

Centre right: Compounding World Congress

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/Oil%20and%20Gas%20Polymer%20Engineering%20Texas%202019.pdf

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/CW%20Congress%202019.pdf

OIL & GAS POLYMER ENGINEERING US

Developing, qualifying and utilizing thermoplastics, elastomers, composites
and polymeric coatings in demanding oilfield applications
June 4-5, 2019
Hilton Houston Post Oak, Houston, TX, United States

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save $300 if you
register before
April 5
2019

Sponsored by:

Media supporter:

Taking place in Houston
on 4-5 June 2019, AMI’s
fifth US conference for oil
and gas operators,
contractors, equipment
manufacturers and
researchers will provide
detailed insight into the
formulation, qualification
and use of O&G polymer
products.

@Contact_AMI #AMIOilUS

Bringing the plastics industry together.

COMPOUNDING WORLD CONGRESS
Compounding
World Congress
Cologne / 2019
Identifying new business strategies, innovative additives and process
optimisation for thermoplastics compounders
4-5 June 2019
Maritim Hotel, Cologne, Germany

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save €200 when
you register before
8th March
2019

Sponsored by:

Media supporters:

Bringing the plastics industry together.

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

The fourth Compounding
World Congress takes
place on 4-5 June 2019 in
Cologne, Germany. This
high level event covers
the market trends,
business developments,
and technical innovations
impacting on producers
of technical compounds.

@Contact_AMI #AMICWC

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Bottom Left: Polymers in Cables USA

Bottom right: Polymer Foam USA 2019

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/Polymers%20in%20Cables%20US%2019%20Program.pdf

https://www.ami.international/Events/Resources/Programme/Polymer%20Foam%20US%2019%20Program.pdf

POLYMERS IN CABLES USA 2019
Polymers
in Cables
2019
Exploring trends and innovations in polymeric material solutions
June 18-19, 2019
Sofitel Philadelphia Hotel & Resort, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save $300 when
you register before
April 12,
2019

Sponsored by:

Media supporter:

The 11th North American
edition of AMI’s Polymers
in Cables conference takes
place in Philadelphia, PA,
US, on 18-19 June. It
explores developments in
polymers and additives,
fire resistance and
sustainable cable
performance.

POLYMER FOAM USA 2019
Polymer
Foam
Pittsburgh / 2019
Exploring advances in polymer foam materials, processes, and applications
June 18-19, 2019
Pittsburgh Marriott City Center, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

SPECIAL
OFFER
Save $300 if you
register before
April 19, 2019

Sponsored by:

Bringing the plastics industry together.

@Contact_AMI
#AMI_Polyamides
@Contact_AMI
#AMICablesUS

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

Bringing the plastics industry together.

Media supporter:

The seventh edition of
AMI’s Polymer Foam USA
conference takes place on
18-19 June 2019 in
Pittsburgh in the US. This
international event
examines the latest
foaming technologies and
applications in
thermoplastics and
elastomers.

@Contact_AMI #AMIFoamUS

� CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD

To see our full line-up of more than 50 plastics industry events
over the next 12 months, please visit www.ami.international/events

EXTRUDER OF THE MONTH

Zeus Industrial Products
Head office:

Orangeburg, South Carolina, USA

CEO:

John Winarchik

Founded:

1966

Ownership:

Private

Employees:

More than 1500

Profile:

Zeus was founded in 1966 as an extruder of medical tubing and has remained in
that field ever since – though has since branched out to manufacture products for
industries including aerospace, automotive, energy, fibre optics and fluid
management – and even military communications.

Product lines:

Zeus manufactures many extruded products including heat shrinkable tubing,
coated optical fibre and a wide range of extruded tubing – ranging from
convoluted tubing to multi-lumen tubing. Its Biomaterials range includes products
such as Aeos ePTFE, which have microscopic pores and are used in various medical
devices – including some for implantation. Its coated optical fibre products are
used in applications such as oil and gas sensing. Its heat shrink tubing range
includes innovative products such as FEP Heat Shrink, which is used in catheter
design. Other products include lay-flat tubing, heavy wall tubing and Dual Tube,
which is used for water monitoring and other fluid management applications.

Factory locations:

With the recent takeover of MWC Technologies in Chattanooga, USA, the
company now has six production facilities. As well as MWC’s factory, it also has
four existing production sites in the USA (three in South Carolina, and one in New
Jersey), plus another facility in Ireland. At the same time, recent expansions to two
of its South Carolina operations are expected to add around 400 new jobs at the
company.

To be considered for ‘Extruder of the Month’, contact the editor on lou@pipeandprofile.com

FORTHCOMING FEATURES
The next issues of Pipe and Profile Extrusion magazine will have
special reports on the following topics:
May 2019
Pipe die developments
PVC recycling
Focus on pressure pipes
Chinaplas 2019 review

June 2019
Pipe corrugators
Profile dies • Pipe joining
Plastic Pipes in Infrastructure
Plastics Extrusion World 2019 review

Editorial submissions should be sent to Lou Reade: lou@pipeandprofile.com
For information on advertising in these issues, please contact:
Claire Bishop: claire.bishop@ami.international Tel: +44 (0)1732 682948
Levent Tounjer: levent.tounjer@ami.international Tel: +44 (0)117 314 8183

Keep informed: read
our latest editions
AMI publishes five process-specific FREE plastics industry magazines.
Simply click on the cover below to read each magazine. Or download
the issue in the relevant Apple or Android app
Top left: PPE March 2019
Pipe and Profile
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1utvq/PPEMarch19/index.html

March 2019
The March issue of Pipe and
Profile Extrusion explores the
growing use of PP in the pipe
industry. It also takes a look at
the latest developments in
computer modelling, medical
tubing technology, lab
extruders and screw design.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW
CL: CW March 2019
Compounding World
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1rl2p/CWMarch19/index.html

March 2019
The March issue of
Compounding World
magazine has features on
special effect pigments,
reinforcement with natural
fibres and twin-screw
extruders. Plus a preview of
the conference at
Compounding World Expo in
Cleveland, US
� CLICK HERE TO VIEW

BL:IW March 2019
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uufg/IWMar19/html/index.html
Injection World

March 2019
The March edition of Injection
World takes a close-up look at
the latest medical materials
and the new EU Medical
Device Regulation. It also
reviews developments in
bioplastics, foam moulding
and drying technology.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW

Top right: PPE Jan/Feb 2019
Pipe and Profile
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1utvq/PPEJanFeb19/index.html

January/February 2019
The January/February edition
of Pipe and Profile Extrusion
features a study on the
feasibility of using coiled PVDF
for slipline rehabilitation of
district network heating pipes.
Plus features on titanium
dioxide, melt filtration and
mixer technology.
� CLICK HERE TO VIEW

CR: PRW Jan Feb 2019
Plastics Recycling World
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A42x3p/PRWJanFeb19/index.html

January/February 2019
The January/February 2019
edition of Plastics Recycling
World looks at barriers to
recycling flexible packaging
and how they can be
overcome. Plus, this edition
reviews IV enhancement
options for PET and the latest
pelletising developments.
� CLICK HERE TO VIEW

BR: FSE March 2019
https://content.yudu.com/web/1rl19/0A1uuff/FSEMarch19/index.html
Film and Sheet

March 2019
The March issue of Film and
Sheet Extrusion magazine
takes a look at the latest in
thermoforming, additives for
films and innovations in film
extrusion technology. Plus
regular updates on machinery
and materials.

� CLICK HERE TO VIEW

Take out your own FREE subscriptions to any of the magazines.
Click on the logos below to simply register on-line.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

GLOBAL EXHIBITION GUIDE

2019

8-12 April

Feiplastic, Sao Paulo, Brazil

8-9 May

Extrusion Expo, Cleveland, USA

8-9 May

Plastteknik Nordic, Malmö, Sweden

www.extrusion-expo.com
www.easyfairs.com

21-24 May

Chinaplas, Guangzhou, China

www.chinaplasonline.com

21-24 May

Moulding Expo, Stuttgart, Germany

www.moulding-expo.com

28-31 May

Plastpol 2019, Kielce, Poland

www.targikielce.pl

19-22 June

Interplas Thailand, Bangkok

www.interplasthailand.com

18-21 September
16-23 October

2020

www.feiplastic.com.br

T-Plas/Tiprex, Bangkok, Thailand

www.tplas.com

K2019, Dusseldorf, Germany

www.k-online.com

25-28 November

Plastivision Arabia, Sharjah

www.plastivision.ae

27-29 November

Plastics & Rubber Vietnam

www.plasticsvietnam.com

16-20 January

Plastivision India, Mumbai, India

21-23 January

Swiss Plastics, Lucerne, Switzerland

www.swissplastics-expo.ch

13-17 October

Fakuma, Friedrichshafen, Germany

www.fakuma-messe.de

www.plastivision.org

AMI CONFERENCES
9-10 April 2019

Plastic Pipes in Infrastructure, Dusseldorf, Germany

4-5 June 2019

Profiles, Pittsburgh, USA

4-5 June 2019

Oil & Gas Polymer Engineering, Houston, USA

25-26 June 2019

Medical Tubing, Berlin, Germany

5-6 November

Medical Tubing US, Minneapolis, USA

12-13 November

Profiles, Cologne, Germany

4-5 December

Oil & Gas Non-Metallics, London, UK

For information on all
these events and other
conferences on film,
sheet, pipe and
packaging applications, see

www.ami.international

DON’T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE
Register now for your free subscription at:

www.pipeandprofile.com

And don’t forget to tell your
colleagues, customers and
suppliers about the magazine.
You can use the share button above
(the symbol in the browser)
to help spread the word.
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FILM AND SHEET EXTRUSION:
THEATER 1 - DAY 1
9:30 - 10:00

KEYNOTE: Exploring opportunities in high
barrier packaging
Charmaine Russell, Business Manager - Conferences,
AMI

10:15 - 11:00 INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for plastics packaging
Salvatore Pellingra, Vice President Global
Application and Innovation Development, PROAMPAC
• Rodney Weaver, Market
Development Manager, SEALED AIR •
Steve Sargeant, General Manager of
Technology, FLEX FILMS
11:10 - 11:30 Coextrusion technology: A critical tool
for product development
Olivier Catherine, Technical Director,
CLOEREN
11:40 - 12:00 Adding value in extrusion - continuous production
of thermoplastic honeycomb panels
Tomasz Czarneck, Chief Operating Officer,
ECONCORE
12:10 - 12:30

The cost of extruder barrel cooling water
corrosion & premature failures
Peter Greenlimb, Owner,
CHEMAGINEERING

1:15 - 2:00

INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for agricultural films
Ralf Dujardin, Vice President Marketing & Innovation,
IMAFLEX • Roger Tambay, Director, FILMORGANIC •
Ramon Parellada, Director, GRUPO POLYTEC

2:10 - 2:30

2:40 - 3:00

3:15 - 4:00

4:10 - 4:30

FILM AND SHEET EXTRUSION:
THEATER 1 - DAY 2
9:30 - 10:00

KEYNOTE: Analysing global trends in film
Andrew Reynolds, Director,
ADVANCE BIDCO (owner of AMI)

10:15 - 11:00 INDUSTRY DEBATE:
Women in plastics: empowering industry change
Lauren Hickey, Director of Marketing
and Product Management, AMERICHEM •
Meli Laurance, Regional Commercial Industry
Manager Plastics, BASF COLORS AND EFFECTS
• Candace Sanders, Assistant Plant Manager,
GENOVA PRODUCTS • Molly Bridger, Group
Director of Marketing, SIMONA AMERICA GROUP •
Jennifer Profitt, Plant Manager, ASSOCIATED
MATERIALS
11:10 - 11:30 Adiabatic ﬂuid coolers: replacing traditional
cooling towers
Tom Stone, Aquatech USA - National Sales Manager,
UNIVERSAL DYNAMICS
11:40 - 12:00 Machinery solutions for sustainability
in ﬂexible packaging films
Maurilio Millefanti, Technical Sales Manager,
MACCHI
12:10 - 12:30 New developments for PET replacement film
Senior representative
WINDMOELLER & HOELSCHER
1:15 - 2:00

Global megatrends affecting ﬂexible packaging
and how to adapt
Steve DeSpain, Vice President,
REIFENHAUSER

INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for stretch & shrink films
Sunil Daga, President, WRAPTITE • Luke Venechuk,
Senior Packaging Engineer, HIGHLIGHT INDUSTRIES •
John Cook, Technical Director, ATLANTIC PACKAGING
• Ludovic Capt, Director Innovation, Business
Development BALCAN PLASTICS

2:10 - 2:30

Contaminant migration considerations for
recycled PET in food contact applications
Sushant Jain, Senior Scientist - Applications &
Technology,
PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL (PTI)

Instrumenting your extruder for the industrial
internet of things, IIoT, with a focus on
predictive and preventative maintenance
John Christiano, Vice President - Technology,
DAVIS STANDARD

2:40 - 3:00

Cooling and thermoregulation: Increased
productivity and energy effeciency
Alessandro Grassi, Partner and Managing Director,
FRIGOSYSTEM

3:15 - 4:00

Finally, the truth: Learn the facts about plastics
& the environment
Chris DeArmitt, President,
PHANTOM PLASTICS

4:10 - 4:30

Exploring blown film technology for packaging
applications and agricultural industries
Carlo Pattini, Product Manager Blown Film Lines,
LUIGI BANDERA

TRAINING SEMINAR:
Food contact material compliance
Kevin C. Kenny, Chief Operating Officer,
DECERNIS
Cost justification of a blown film extrusion
line retrofit
Carl Gillig, President,
SYNCRO

Speakers over the two days include representatives from:

REGISTER
FOR FREE
NOW!
Information correct at time of publishing. Speaker line up and titles subject to change .
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PIPE AND PROFILE EXTRUSION:
THEATER 2 - DAY 1
9:30 - 10:00

KEYNOTE: Update on US vinyl industry
Richard Krock, Vice President Regulatory
and Technical Affairs,
THE VINYL INSTITUTE

PIPE AND PROFILE EXTRUSION:
THEATER 2 - DAY 2
9:30 - 10:00

KEYNOTE: Technologies expanding the use of
plastics in pipe systems
Sarah Patterson, Technical Director,
PLASTICS PIPE INSTITUTE

10:15 - 11:00 INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for plastic profiles
Paul Adams, Director of Materials R&D,
DECEUNINCK • George Walrath, Owner,
WALRATH CONSULTING SERVICES LLC •
Keith Scutter, Owner, RESOURCE PLASTICS

10:15 - 11:00 INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for plastic pipes
David Fink, Senior Vice President, WL PLASTICS •
• Tony Radoszewski, President, PLASTICS PIPE
INSTITUTE • Arturo Valencia, Director of Research &
Development/Engineering, DURA-LINE

11:10 - 11:30 Intelligent industrial automation: Using your
process data to solve quality, downtime, and
production problems
Willem Sundblad, Founder & CEO,
ODEN TECHNOLOGIES

11:10 - 11:30 A guide to extruder upgrades: best
practices and methods for achieving
a successful upgrade
Dan Barlow, President,
INTEGRATED CONTROL TECH

11:40 - 12:00 Solutions in dark color outdoor architectural
applications
Kristin Meyers, Sr. Industry Manager - Extrusion,
POLYONE
1:15 - 2:00

INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for medical tubing
William Coulson, Vice President, ELDON JAMES •
Pradnya Parulekar, Global Business Development,
RAUMEDIC • Steve Maxson, Vice President of Sales
- Vascular Technologies, SPECTRUM PLASTICS
GROUP

2:10 - 2:30

Understanding C-PVC processing
Gianmarco Palladino, Sales and Technical
Manager in Plastic Extrusion Process,
BAUSANO

3:15 - 4:00

TRAINING SEMINAR: Modernizing product
stewardship for extruded, compounded, or
recycled plastics
Bernie Henn, Supplier Development Manager,
VERISK 3E

4:10 - 4:30

Exploring planetary roller extruders and their
application areas in PVC direct extrusion
Michael Batton, Overseas Sales Director,
ENTEX

1:15 - 2:00

INDUSTRY DEBATE:
The future for wood-plastic composites
Paul Schmitt, Founder, ENVIROLASTECH
• Matt Breyer, President, NORTH AMERICAN
DECKING ASSOCIATION

2:10 - 2:30

How transparent C-PVC fittings can clear up
installation issues before they occur
Yuya Sakamoto, Account Manager, Durastream
CPVC Compounds,
SEKISUI SPECIALTY CHEMICALS

2:40 - 3:00

High performance glass ﬂake additives: no
more performance trade-offs between strength
and dimensional stability
Liz Gershon, N.A. Business Manager,
DREYTEK

4:10 - 4:30

Optimizing mixing technology for high
quality formulations in extrusion
Jeremy O’Brien, Sales Manager,
GREINER EXTRUSION US

Speakers over the two days include representatives from:

REGISTER
FOR FREE
NOW!
Information correct at time of publishing. Speaker line up and titles subject to change .
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TYPES OF PRESENTATIONS
Business Debates
Business debates will run for 45 minutes and feature influential industry leaders
discussing strategic issues facing the global extrusion market. They will be focused on
specific sectors of the industry including: plastics packaging; profiles; agricultural
films; medical tubing; stretch and shrink films; wood-plastic composites; and
plastic pipes.
Training Seminars
Practical training seminars will be delivered by experts on topics including
food contact legislation and regulatory compliance.
Industry Presentations

LOCATION AND VENUE

There will also be more than 20 presentations covering the latest
technology developments and industry trends. Topics being
covered include market outlooks; barrier packaging; co-extrusion
technologies; flexible packaging; control and instrumentation;
advances in blown film extrusion; retrofit economics; PVC
trends; opportunities for plastics pipes; internet of things;
mixing technologies; direct extrusion; and many more.

The Plastics Extrusion World Expo, will be held at the Huntington
Convention Center in Cleveland, Ohio, USA. This state-of-the-art
exhibition facility is located right in the heart of Cleveland’s revitalized
downtown boasting plentiful parking, free public transport and
surrounded by an excellent selection of hotels.

BOOK YOUR BOOTH TODAY!
Contact our exhibitions sales team
exhibition_sales@ami.international +1 610 478 0800

LAST EXHIBITION STANDS AVAILABLE
The two-day event will provide a cost-effective and
time-efficient way to promote your company, and
its products and services to a large international
audience focused on your core markets.
A range of shell-scheme and space-only
stands are on offer from 100 to 400
sqft, along with a special exhibition
package including furniture to make
exhibiting at the Plastics Extrusion
World Expo 2019 as simple and as
cost-effective as possible.

Networking Party
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame
REGISTER HERE
TO GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!*
From the ground up, the Rock Hall delivers a legendary music experience like no
other. Feel like a rock and roll music inductee and be one of the first to see the Class
of 2019 exhibit, showcasing iconic items representing this years’ inductees; The Cure,
Def Leppard, Janet Jackson, Stevie Nicks, Radiohead, Roxy Music and The Zombies.
The party ticket is $20 per person and will give you full access to
this iconic venue with drinks and nibbles. Doors open at 7pm.

Click here to find out more
*Tickets are available to registered attendees of the exhibitions only.
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